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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 






MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 




Case No. CV-13-03004 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW GORDON 
IN SUPPORT OF MURPHY LAND 
COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MATTHEW GORDON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I make this affidavit and the statements herein based upon my personal 
knowledge. 
2. I am one of the attorneys representing Defendant/Counterclaimant Murphy Land 
Company, LLC ("Murphy Land") in the above-captioned matter. 
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3. On February 2011, Murphy Land filed a lawsuit against Jay Clark in the 
District Court for the Third Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Owyhee, Case No. CV-11-01900-M ("State Court Action"). In the State Court Action, Murphy 
Land alleged, among other things, causes of action for Unlawful Detainer, Trespass, and Quiet 
Title. A true and accurate copy of the Verified Complaint filed in the State Court Action is 
attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
4. On February 22 and 23, 2011, Murphy Land moved for a temporary restraining 
and a preliminary injunction in the State Court Action seeking to have Jay Clark immediately 
removed Jay Clark from Crystal Springs Farm. A true and accurate copy of the Applications for 
Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction are attached hereto as Exhibit B. The 
court (Honorable Judge Thomas Ryan) denied the motions on grounds that Murphy Land's 
damages from Jay Clark's continued possession were monetary and, thus, not irreparable, and on 
grounds that the factual record was not sufficiently developed to determine the underlying issue. 
5. On March 8, 2011, Murphy Land moved for partial reconsideration of the court's 
denial of its application for preliminary injunctions in an attempt to gain access to part of the 
Farm, but Judge Ryan denied that motion as well. A true and accurate copy of the Motion for 
Partial Reconsideration filed in the State Court Action is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
6. After going through discovery in the State Court Action, Murphy Land moved for 
partial summary judgment against Jay Clark on the Unlawful Detainer, Trespass, and Quiet Title 
causes of action. On March 26, 2012, the court in the State Court Action (Honorable Judge 
Gregory Culet) granted Murphy Land's motion for partial summary judgment and ordered that 
Murphy Land be entitled to immediate restitution of possession of Crystal Springs Farm 
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("Summary Judgment Order"). true and accurate copy of the Summary Judgment Order is 
attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
7. As soon as Murphy Land received notice of the court's grant of Murphy Land's 
motion for partial summary judgment, I worked on obtaining a writ of possession for Murphy 
Land to evict Jay Clark from Crystal Springs Farm, and I contacted the Civil Deputy in the 
Owyhee County Sheriff's office to let her know that a writ of possession was expected to issue 
shortly. Before a writ of possession could be served on Jay Clark, however, Judge Culet 
informed the parties, via letter dated March 27, 2012, that no writ of possession should issue 
until the order was certified as a final judgment or treated as a preliminary injunction, and that no 
immediate action be taken regarding the writ of possession until the parties had an opportunity to 
address the issue. A true and accurate copy of Judge Culet's letter is attached hereto as 
Exhibit E. 
8. Later that same day, March 27, 2012, before the parties could be heard on the 
issuance of a writ of possession, Jay Clark filed a petition for Chapter 12 relief in the United 
States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho ("Bankruptcy Court"). A true and accurate 
copy of Jay Clark's Notice of Filing Bankruptcy is attached hereto as Exhibit F. 
9. On April 4, 2012, Murphy Land filed a Motion for Immediate Relief From the 
Automatic Stay with the Bankruptcy Court so that it could continue with the State Court Action 
for the purposes of obtaining Rule 54 (b) certification of the Summary Judgment Order, obtain a 
writ of possession, and evict Jay Clark from Crystal Springs Farm. That same day, Murphy 
Land also filed with the Bankruptcy Court a Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on Emergency 
Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay. A true and accurate copy of the first 5 pages of the 
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Report from Jay Clark's Bankruptcy case is attached hereto as Exhibit The April 4, 
2012 motions by Murphy Land are noted on page 3 as Docket Entries Number 17 and 19. 
10. The Bankruptcy Court granted Murphy Land's Motion to Shorten Time for 
Hearing on Emergency Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay, and, after hearing on April 
12, 2012, granted Murphy Land's motion for immediate stay relief. See Exhibit G at p. 4, 
Docket Number 22, and at p. 5, Docket Number 33. 
11. The following day, April 13, 2012, Murphy Land filed a motion for a Rule 54(b) 
Certificate of the Summary Judgment Order. After an objection by Jay Clark, briefing and 
hearing, Judge Culet granted the motion, and, on April 23, 2012, certified the Summary 
Judgment Order as a final judgment pursuant to Rule 54(b ). A true and accurate copy of the 
order granting Murphy Land's motion for Rule 54(b) certification is attached hereto as 
Exhibit H. 
12. The next day, April 24, 2012, Jay Clark filed a notice of appeal of the Summary 
Judgment Order. On April 26, 2012, Murphy Land filed a Motion to Shorten the Automatic Stay 
under I.A.R. 13 to expedite the issuance of the writ of possession. After objection, briefing, and 
hearing, Judge Culet granted Murphy Land's Motion Shortening Time for Automatic Stay on 
April 27, 2012. A true and accurate copy of that order is attached hereto as Exhibit I. 
13. As soon as Judge Culet granted Murphy Land's Motion to Shorten the Automatic 
Stay, I again coordinated with the Civil Deputy in the Owyhee County Sheriffs office to have 
the writ of possession issued and Jay Clark evicted as soon as possible. I was informed by the 
Civil Deputy that Jay Clark vacated Crystal Springs Farm on May 2, 2012. 
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Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and accurate copy of Plaintiff James and 
Barbara Hilliard's Response to First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Production, and 
Requests for Admission. 
Further your affiant sa yeth naught. 
Mattl1ew Gordon 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
,-. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this _ri_ day of November, 2013. 
c~~~ 
Name: Tammy N. Miller 
Notary Public 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 
My commission expires: 05/30/2014 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-~+-
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _I_ day of November, 2013, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW GORDON by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to each of the following: 
M. Karl Shurtliff 
Attorney at Law 
816 West Bannock, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 1652 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1652 
[Attorneys for Plaintiffs] 
~J.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
DE-mail 
D Telecopy: 208-343-3282 
Matthew Gordon 
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Exhibit "A" 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATfHEW GORDON 
Hilliard Murphy Land Company / Owyhee County Case No. CV -13-03004 
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
FEB 1 7 2011 
~HARL~Jlftf~~i41~~ CLERK 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 





Attorneys for Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 






Case No. _(l"--'-~ [!_' /_/_f-_{)-'-/_,_9{)_'{)_1 /_'t/_l _ 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT 
vs. 
JAY P. CLARK, an individual; JOHN ) 
CLARK, an individual; DANIEL MORI, and ) 
individual; and all of the unknown owners and) 
all of the unknown claimants to any right, title,) 
estate, lien or interest in whole or in part in and) 
to the real property described in the attached ) 
Exhibit A, which is adverse to Plaintiffs ) 
ownership or a cloud upon Plaintiffs title ) 






Fee Category: A. 
Filing Fee: $88.00 
Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, LLC ("Murphy Land"), by and through its undersigned 
counsel of record, hereby complains and alleges against the D1{~f~f~V's,J U 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - I 
EXHIBIT 'A I 
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1. Upon information and belief, Defendant Jay P. Clark, is now, and at all times 
relevant to this action was, an Idaho resident residing in Elmore County, Idaho. 
2. Upon information and belief, Defendant John Clark, is now, and at all times 
relevant to this action, was an Idaho resident residing in Ada County, Idaho. 
3. Upon information and belief, Defendant Daniel Mori, is now, and at all times 
relevant to this action, was an Idaho resident residing in Owyhee County, Idaho. 
4. DOES I through 50 are any unnamed owners or claimants of any interest in the 
Subject Property, if any such owners or claimants exist. If the existence of any such Defendant 
and the true name thereof shall be determined, Plaintiff shall seek leave of this Court to amend 
this Complaint accordingly. 
5. Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, LLC ("Murphy Land") is now, and at all times 
relevant to this action was, a limited liability company organized under the laws of the state of 
Idaho. 
6. Murphy Land is the current fee title owner of the property at issue. 
II. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
7. This Court has jurisdiction over these proceedings pursuant to Idaho Code § 1-
705(1) and § 6-305. 
8. Owyhee County is the proper venue for this action pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 5-
401, 5-404 and 6-305. 





9. The real property that is the subject of this action is known as Crystal Springs 
Farm (the "Farm") and is more particularly described on attached Exhibit A. 
10. In January 1998, James and Barbara Hilliard (collectively, the "Hilliards") 
purchased the Farm and entered into a series of oral annual crop share lease arrangements with 
James's friend, John Clark, by which John Clark was allowed to grow crops on the Farm in 
exchange for a percentage of the profits from the sale of any crops grown on the property. 
11. The term of each such oral lease agreement was for one ( 1) year, terminating 
upon the harvest of crops grown on the Farm. The lease was renewed each year by mutual 
agreement of the parties. 
12. The oral crop share lease arrangement between the Hilliards and John Clark 
continued for a number of years without the parties ever executing a written lease agreement. 
13. When John Clark became unable to farm the Farm, his son, Jay Clark, took over 
the farming operation. For a number of years, until January 2010, Jay Clark continued his 
father's farming operation under the same annual oral crop share lease arrangement as his father. 
14. Sometime in late 2009 or early January 2010, Jay Clark contacted James Hilliard 
and asked that the terms of the parties' oral crop share lease arrangement be memorialized in a 
written lease agreement so that he could secure financing for his farming operation. The Hilliards 
agreed to place the terms of the parties' oral crop share lease into a writing as an accommodation 
to and at the request of Jay Clark. 
15. Jay Clark holds a license to practice law in the state of Idaho and had legally 
represented the Hilliards as their attorney on several prior matters involving the Farm. Jay Clark 
was the Hilliards' attorney through at least February, 2010 .. 
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16. to the Hilliards were currently residing at 
time, with a written crop share lease agreement for the Hilliards' signature. Jay Clark 
affirmatively represented to the Billiards that the written lease contained the same tenns as the 
prior oral lease arrangements between the Billiards and him and was necessary only so that Clark 
could obtain financing for his farming operations on the Farm. 
17. Jay Clark did not disclose to the Billiards that the written lease agreement 
contained a ten-year renewal option, a term which differed substantially from the parties' oral 
lease arrangements. Jay Clark was aware at the time that the Billiards executed the written lease 
that the Billiards were actively attempting to sell the Fann and that the inclusion of the ten-year 
renewal term would hinder those efforts. 
18. The Billiards executed the written lease agreement (the "20 IO Crop Share Lease") 
on January 6, 2010, while in the state of California, a true and accurate copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit B. 
19. Upon information and belief, Jay Clark was the drafter of the 2010 Crop Share 
Lease that the Billiards executed in California on January 6, 20 I 0. Based upon Jay Clark's 
status as the Billiards' attorney and Jay Clark's representations that the 2010 Crop Share Lease 
contained the sa.111e terms as the previous oral crop share lease arrangements between the 
Hilliards and John Clark, the Hilliards did not read the 2010 Crop Share Lease before signing it. 
20. The 20 l O Crop Share Lease was for a term of one ( 1) year, and by its terms, 
would expire, without notice, on the earlier of December 31, 2010, or the date on which Jay 
Clark completed his 2010 harvest of crops planted on the Farm, unless the lease was renewed for 
another year at the time that Jay Clark completed his 2010 harvest of crops planted on the Farm. 
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21. 2010 Share Lease sets forth a rental amount for use the Farm 
upon a percentage of crops grown and expressly provides that "Rent becomes due immediately 
upon the sale of any crop." 
22. Jay Clark sold crops that he harvested from the Farm during 2010. 
23. Jay Clark failed to pay any rent to the Hilliards upon the sale of the crops he 
harvested from the Farm or for his sublease of a portion of the Farm for cash in 2010. 
24. The 2010 Crop Share Lease expressly provides that Jay Clark shall use the Farm 
"only for the purpose of planting, cultivating, and harvesting crops, and for no other purpose." 
25. The 2010 Crop Share Lease expressly provides that Jay Clark shall "Follow crop 
and tillage practices generally recognized as best in the Farm's locality." 
26. Upon completion of the 2010 crop harvest, Jay Clark failed to notify the Hilliards 
of his desire to renew the lease for another year. 
27. On November 5, 2010, Murphy Land executed a written purchase and sale 
agreement with the Hilliards to purchase the farm. By its terms, such agreement required closing 
to occur on or before December 30, 2010. 
28. On December 27, 2010, the Hilliards caused Jay Clark to be served with a Notice 
to Quit pursuant to Idaho Code§ 6-303 on the grounds that the tenn of his lease had expired. A 
copy of that Notice to Quit and the proof of service upon Jay Clark are attached hereto as 
Exhibit C. 
29. At no time did Jay Clark give notice to the Hilliards that he desired to renew the 
20 IO Crop Share Lease. 
30. At no time did the Hilliards give notice to Jay Clark that they desired to renew the 
20 IO Crop Share Lease. 





At no did and agree to a renewal the 20 l O Crop 
32. The Hilliards transferred ownership of the Farm to Murphy Land on or about 
December 30,201 O. A copy of Murphy Land's deed to the property is attached hereto as 
Exhibit D. 
33. Jay Clark continues in wrongful possession of the Farm in spite of the expiration 
of his leasehold interest and the Hilliards' notice to quit. 
34. Upon information and belief, Jay Clark has entered into an agreement purporting 
to grant permission to Defendant Daniel Mori to graze cattle on the Farm. 
35. Pursuant to the agreement between Jay Clark and Daniel Mori, cattle belonging to 
Daniel Mori are currently grazing on the Farm. 
36. The Hilliards have never granted permission to Daniel Mori to graze cattle upon 
the Farm. 
3 7. On January 22, 20 I 0, the Hilliards entered into a written listing agreement with 
real estate agent, Bob Bennett, for the sale of the Farm. Upon information and belief, Jay Clark 
became aware of that listing agreement shortly thereafter. 
38. Upon information and belief, Jay Clark directed his agent, Erin Rembert, a 
registered notary for the state ofldaho, to notarize the Hilliards' signatures on the 2010 Crop 
Share Lease, falsely representing that the Hilliards had personally appeared before her in Elmore 
County, Idaho, and signed such lease in her presence on January 6, 2010. 
39. Following the fraudulent notarization of the 2010 Crop Share Lease, Jay Clark 
caused the 2010 Crop Share Lease to be recorded in the records of Owyhee County, Idaho, as 
Instrument No. 270179, on January 25, 2010. 
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40. Upon information and belief, Jay Clark improperly recorded the 2010 Crop Share 
Lease for the purpose and with the intention of impairing the Hilliards' ability to transfer clear 
title to a third party purchaser of the Fann. 
41. On June 8, 2010, Defendant John Clark recorded in the records of Owyhee 
County, Idaho, as Instrument No. 271242, a document signed by him and entitled "Memorandum 
of Ownership Interest in Real Property ("the Memorandum of Interest"). A copy of John Clark's 
Memorandum of Interest is attached hereto as Exhibit E. 
42. The Memorandum of Interest declares that John Clark has an ownership interest 
in the Farm, and that this interest became vested in him in 1998 "as expressly agreed to between 
John W. Clark and James C. Hilliard and Barbara Hilliard." 
43. The Memorandum of Interest recorded by John Clark on June 4, 2010, is not 
signed by James or Barbara Hilliard and is therefore subject to and rendered invalid by Idaho's 
statute of frauds. 
44. Upon information and belief, John Clark recorded his Memorandum of Interest in 
response to learning that the Hilliards were attempting to sell the Farm to a third party buyer, in 
order that the Hilliards would be unable to transfer clear title. 
45. Agents of Murphy Land met with Jay Clark on or about January 14, 2011. In that 
meeting, the agents of Murphy Land informed Jay Clark that Murphy Land was the fee owner of 
the Farm and that Jay Clark had no valid right or interest in the Farm. Agents of Murphy Land 
also demanded that Jay Clark vacate the Farm. 
46. At the meeting on January 14, 2011, Jay Clark demanded that $2,000,000 be paid 
to him and $950,000 paid to his father, John Clark, in exchange for Jay Clark leaving the Farm 
and his father and him removing their respective clouds on title. 




CAUSES OF ACTION 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Unlawful Detainer Against Defendant Jay Clark) 
4 7. Plaintiff Murphy Land realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 
through 46 as if fully set forth herein. 
48. Murphy Land is the successor in estate to Jay Clark's former landlord, the 
Hilliards. 
49. Jay Clark continues in unlawful possession of the Farm after the expiration of the 
term of the 20 IO Crop Share Lease. 
50. Jay Clark continues in wrongful possession of the Farm without the permission of 
Murphy Land. 
51. Timely notice to quit and demand of possession has been made upon Jay Clark. 
52. Jay Clark's continued presence on the Farm has prevented and is continuing to 
prevent Murphy Land from entering the Farm and preparing to grow crops thereupon. 
53. Murphy Land has made arrangements to sell crops grown on the Farm during 
2010 under which Murphy Land must begin planting crops no later than March 1, 2011. 
54. Murphy Land is entitled to immediate restitution of the Fa.rm and the recovery of 
any damages caused by Jay Clark's unlawful detainer pursuant to Idaho Code§ 6-316. 
55. Murphy Land is entitled to damages resulting from Jay Clark's interference with 
its arrangements to sell crops grown on the Farm in 2011. 
56. Murphy Land is entitled to recover its costs and reasonable attorneys' fees 
incurred in prosecuting this matter, pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 6-324, 12-120(3), and other 
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In alternative, Murphy Land may seek treble damages pursuant to Code 
§ 6-317. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Trespass against Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori) 
57. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 56 as if 
fully set forth herein. 
58. Murphy Land owns the Farm in fee simple. 
59. The acts of Jay Clark and Daniel Mori alleged herein constitute a trespass against 
the property interests of Murphy Land. In particular, Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori 
committed acts of trespass by entering and remaining upon the Farm and using the Farm for their 
benefit without permission from Murphy Land. 
60. Each said count of trespass constitutes an unlawful invasion and interference with 
Murphy Land's exclusive right to possession of the Farm. 
61. Murphy Land is entitled to injunctive relief preventing Jay Clark and Daniel Mori 
from further trespass upon its property, including but not limited to, the immediate removal of all 
livestock, equipment and other personal property from the Farm. 
62. Murphy Land is entitled to damages sufficient to compensate it for Jay Clark and 
Daniel Mori's trespass upon its property, and such general damages as the Court may award. 
63. Murphy Land is entitled to recover its costs and reasonable attorneys' fees 
incurred in prosecuting this matter pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) and other law. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - 9 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Slander of Title Against Defendants Jay Clark and John Clark) 
64. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 63 as if 
fully set forth herein. 
65. Jay Clark induced the execution of the written 2010 Crop Share Lease through 
fraud and the breach of his fiduciary duty to the Hilliards. 
66. Jay Clark caused the 2010 Crop Share Lease to be improperly published in the 
records of Owyhee County by directing that the signatures to that document be falsely and 
fraudulently notarized, in breach of his fiduciary duty. 
67. John Clark caused a Memorandum of Interest containing a false and invalid claim 
of ownership in the Farm to be improperly published in the records of Owyhee County. 
68. Murphy Land is entitled to injunctive relief for the removal of the 20 IO Crop 
Share Lease and the Memorandum of Interest from the records of Owyhee County, Idaho. 
69. Murphy Land is further entitled to recover the damages caused by Jay Clark and 
John Clark's slander of its title, including but not limited to, the costs and reasonable attorneys' 
fees incurred in prosecuting this action to clear Murphy Land's title to the Farm. 
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quiet Title Against Defendants Jay Clark, John Clark and Daniel Mori) 
70. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs I through 69 as if 
fully set forth herein. 
7I. Jay Clark's claim of a leasehold interest in the Farm is adverse to Murphy Land's 
claim offee simple ownership of the Farm and constitutes a cloud on Murphy Land's title. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - l 0 
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72. John the Farm is adverse to Murphy 
Land's claim offee simple ownership of the Farm and constitutes a cloud on Murphy Land's title 
thereto. 
73. Any leasehold interest in the Farm claimed by Daniel Mori is adverse to Murphy 
Land's claim of fee simple ownership of the property and may constitute a cloud on Murphy 
Land's title 
74. Murphy Land is therefore entitled to a decree and judgment quieting title to the 
Farm in its name. 
75. Murphy Land is entitled to an award of costs and reasonably attorneys' fees 
incurred in the prosecution of this matter pursuant to Idaho Code§ 12-120(3). 
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Temporary Injunction Against Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori) 
76. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 75 as if 
fully set forth herein. 
77. As set forth above, Jay Clark breached the terms of the 2010 Crop Share Lease by 
failing to pay any rent due to the Hilliards. 
78. As set forth above, Jay Clark breached the terms of the 2010 Crop Share Lease by 
permitting uses of the Farm other than farming. In particular, Jay Clark breached the 2010 Crop 
Share Lease by permitting Daniel Mori to locate his cattle upon the Farm. 
79. Even if Jay Clark had not breached the terms of the 20 IO Crop Share Lease, that 
lease was not renewed and therefore expired no later than December 31, 2010. 
80. As set forth above, Jay Clark has continued in possession of the Farm beyond the 
term of his lease with the Hilliards and despite receiving a Notice to Quit from the Hilliards. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - 11 
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81. Jay Clark therefore has no valid possessory interest in and no right to be on the 
Farm. 
82. Any right or interest that Daniel Mori has in the Fann is derivative of Jay Clark's 
rights. 
83. Because Jay Clark has no valid possessory interest in the Farm, he has no interest 
to grant to Daniel Mori. 
84. Daniel Mori therefore has no valid possessory interest in the Farm and no right to 
graze his cattle on the Fann. 
85. Plaintiff Murphy Land requests that the Court enter a finding and/or declaration 
that Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori have no valid possessory interest in the Farm. 
86. Jay Clark's presence on the Farm is preventing Murphy Land from entering onto 
the Farm and preparing the Farm for the planting of crops. 
87. The presence of Daniel Mari's cattle on the Farm is preventing Murphy land from 
entering onto the Farm and preparing the Farm for the planting of crops. 
88. The presence of cattle on the Farm violates the provision in the 2010 Crop Share 
Lease specifying that the Farm is to be used "only for the purpose of planting, cultivating, and 
harvesting crops, and for no other purpose." 
89. Use of the Farm for cattle grazing is contrary to the provision in the 2010 Crop 
Share Lease specifying that Jay Clark is to "Follow crop and tillage practices generally 
recognized as best in the Farm's locality." 
90. Use of the Fann for cattle grazing is contrary to the affirmative duties imposed 
upon a lessee of agricultural land as a matter of law, including the duty of good husbandry. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT- 12 
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91. cattle grazing on the Farm are causing waste to the agricultural land 
jeopardizing Murphy Land's ability to obtain certification of the quality of future crops grown 
thereon 
92. Should Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori be allowed to continue in 
possession of the Farm, Plaintiff Murphy Land will suffer great and irreparable injury, as the 
presence of cattle manure on the Farm will compromise Murphy Land's ability to grow potatoes 
thereon and thus constitutes waste to the agricultural land that comprises the Farm. 
93. Plaintiff Murphy Land has no plain, speedy, ot adequate remedy at law because 
the continued presence of Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori upon the Farm and the 
continued grazing of cattle upon the Farm jeopardize the interest of Murphy Land in utilizing the 
Farm for its intended purpose of growing crops. 
94. Plaintiff Murphy Land therefore seeks the immediate entry of a temporary 
restraining order directing Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori to immediately vacate the 
Farm and immediately remove all livestock, equipment and other personal property from the 
Farm. 
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Preliminary Injunction Against Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori) 
95. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs l through 94 as if 
fully set forth herein. 
96. As set forth above, Jay Clark breached the terms of the 2010 Crop Share Lease by 
failing to pay any rent due to the Hilliards. 
97. As set forth above, Jay Clark breached the terms of the 2010 Crop Share Lease by 
permitting uses of the Farm other than farming. In particular, Jay Clark breached the 2010 Crop 
Share Lease by permitting Daniel Mori to locate his cattle upon the Farm. 
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98. if Clark had not breached the terms the 2010 Crop Lease, that 
lease was not renewed and therefore expired no later than December 31, 2010. 
99. As set forth above, Jay Clark has continued in possession of the Farm beyond the 
term of his lease with the Hilliards and despite receiving a Notice to Quit from the Hilliards. 
I 00. Jay Clark therefore has no valid possessory interest in and no right to be on the 
Farm. 
101. Any right or interest that Daniel Mori has in the Farm is derivative of Jay Clark's 
rights. 
I 02. Because Jay Clark has no valid possessory interest in the Farm, he has no interest 
to grant to Daniel Mori. 
103. Daniel Mori therefore has no valid possessory interest in the Farm and no right to 
graze his cattle on the Farm. 
104. Plaintiff Murphy Land requests that the Court enter a finding and/or declaration 
that Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori have no valid possessory interest in the Farm. 
105. Jay Clark's presence on the Farm is preventing Murphy Land from entering onto 
the Farm and preparing the Farm for the planting of crops. 
106. The presence of Daniel Mari's cattle on the Farm is preventing Murphy land from 
entering onto the Farm and preparing the Farm for the planting of crops. 
107. The presence of cattle on the Farm violates the provision in the 2010 Crop Share 
Lease specifying that the Farm is to be used "only for the purpose of planting, cultivating, and 
harvesting crops, and for no other purpose." 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT- 14 
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108. of the Farm for cattle grazing is contrary to provision in the 2010 Crop 
Share Lease specifying that Jay Clark is to "Follow crop and tillage practices generally 
recognized as best in the Farm's locality." 
109. Use of the Farm for cattle grazing is contrary to the affirmative duties imposed 
upon a lessee of agricultural land as a matter of law, including the duty of good husbandry. 
110. The cattle grazing on the Farm are causing waste to the agricultural land by 
jeopardizing Murphy Land's ability to obtain certification of the quality of future crops grown 
thereon 
111. Should Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori be allowed to continue in 
possession of the Farm, Plaintiff Murphy Land will suffer great and irreparable injury, as the 
presence of cattle manure on the Farm will compromise Murphy Land's ability to grow potatoes 
thereon and thus constitutes waste to the agricultural land that comprises the Farm. 
112. Plaintiff Murphy Land has no plain, speedy, or adequate remedy at law because 
the continued presence of Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori upon the Farm and the 
continued grazing of cattle upon the Farm jeopardize the interest of Murphy Land in utilizing the 
Farm for its intended purpose of growing crops. 
113. Plaintiff Murphy Land therefore seeks the immediate entry of a preliminary 
injunction directing Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori to immediately vacate the Farm and 
immediately remove all livestock, equipment and other personal property from the Farm and 
ordering Jay Clark and Daniel Mori to refrain from entering the Farm without the express 
permission of Murphy Land. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - 15 
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SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Permanent Injunction Against Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori) 
l 14. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs l through 113 as if 
fully set forth herein. 
115. As set forth above, Jay Clark breached the terms of the 2010 Crop Share Lease by 
failing to pay any rent due to the Hilliards. 
116. As set forth above, Jay Clark breached the terms of the 2010 Crop Share Lease by 
permitting uses of the Farm other than farming. In particular, Jay Clark breached the 2010 Crop 
Share Lease by permitting Daniel Mori to locate his cattle upon the Farm. 
117. Even if Jay Clark had not breached the terms of the 2010 Crop Share Lease, that 
lease was not renewed and therefore expired no later than December 31, 20 l 0. 
118. As set forth above, Jay Clark has continued in possession of the Farm beyond the 
term of his lease with the Hilliards and despite receiving a Notice to Quit from the Hilliards. 
119. Jay Clark therefore has no valid possessory interest in and no right to be on the 
Farm. 
120. Any right or interest that Daniel Mori has in the Farm is derivative of Jay Clark's 
rights. 
121. Because Jay Clark has no valid possessory interest in the Farm, he has not interest 
to grant to Daniel Mori. 
122. Daniel Mori therefore has no valid possessory interest in the Farm and no right to 
graze his cattle on the Farm. 
123. Plaintiff Murphy Land requests that the Court enter a finding and/or declaration 
that Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori have no valid possessory interest in the Farm. 
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124. Jay Clark's presence on the Farm is preventing Murphy Land from entering onto 
the Farm and preparing the Farm for the planting of crops. 
125. The presence of Daniel Mari's cattle on the Farm is preventing Murphy land from 
entering onto the Farm and preparing the Farm for the planting of crops. 
126. The presence of cattle on the Farm violates the provision in the 2010 Crop Share 
Lease specifying that the Farm is to be used "only for the purpose of planting, cultivating, and 
harvesting crops, and for no other purpose." 
127. Use of the Farm for cattle grazing is contrary to the provision in the 2010 Crop 
Share Lease specifying that Jay Clark is to "Follow crop and tillage practices generally 
recognized as best in the Farm's locality." 
128. Use of the Farm for cattle grazing is contrary to the affirmative duties imposed 
upon a lessee of agricultural land as a matter of law, including the duty of good husbandry. 
129. The cattle grazing on the Farm are causing waste to the agricultural land by 
jeopardizing Murphy Land's ability to obtain certification of the quality of future crops grown 
thereon 
130. Should Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori be allowed to continue in 
possession of the Farm, Plaintiff Murphy Land will suffer great and irreparable injury, as the 
presence of cattle manure on the Farm will compromise Murphy Land's ability to grow potatoes 
thereon and thus constitutes waste to the agricultural land that comprises the Fann. 
131. Plaintiff Murphy Land has no plain, speedy, or adequate remedy at law because 
the continued presence of Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori upon the Farm and the 
continued grazing of cattle upon the Farm jeopardize the interest of Murphy Land in utilizing the 
Farm for its intended purpose of growing crops. 
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I 32. Plaintiff Murphy Land therefore seeks the immediate entry of a permanent 
injunction ordering Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori to immediately vacate the Farm and 
immediately remove all livestock, equipment and other personal property from the Farm and 
prohibiting Jay Clark and Daniel Mori from entering the Farm in the future without express 
permission from Murphy Land. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment as follows: 
I. That the Court enter a finding and/or declaration that Murphy Land is the owner 
of the Farm and that none of the Defendants has any right, title or interest in the Farm; 
2. That the Court enter a finding and/or declaration that Jay Clark has no valid 
possessory or ownership interest in the Farm; 
3. That the Court enter a finding and/or declaration that Daniel Mori has no valid 
possessory interest in the Farm; 
4. That the Court enter a finding and/or declaration that John Clark has no valid 
ownership interest in the Farm; 
5. That the Court order that Murphy Land is entitled to immediate 
restitution/possession of the Farm; 
6. That the Court order Jay Clark to pay damages to Murphy Land sufficient to 
compensate it for his trespass upon the Farm; 
7. That the Court order Jay Clark and John Clark to pay damages to Murphy Land 
sufficient to compensate it for their slander of title; 
8. That the Court order that the 2010 Crop Share Lease and the Memorandum of 
Interest be expunged from the records of Owyhee County, Idaho; 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - 18 
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9. the Court enter a temporary restraining order, preliminary injunction, and 
permanent injunction directing Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori to immediately vacate the 
Farm and immediately remove all livestock, equipment and other personal property from the 
Farm and prohibiting Jay Clark and Daniel Mori from entering the Farm in the future without 
express permission from Murphy Land; 
10. That Defendants pay for the Plaintiffs attorney fees and costs incurred in 
pursuing this action; and 
11. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
DATED THIS l~~y of February, 2011. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - 19 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By~~~~~~~ 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, 
LLC 
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VERIFICATION 
Lance D. Funk, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
That he is a member and a Manager of Murphy Land Company, LLC, Plaintiff in the 
above-entitled action; that he has read the within and foregoing Verified Complaint; and that the 
statements therein contained are true to the best of his knowledge. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
I, ~ L ~ ~r/ , a Notary Public, do hereby certify that on this 
/ '?.,..clay of February, 2011, personally appeared before me Lance D. Funk, who, being by me 
first duly sworn, declared that he is a member and Manager of Murphy Land Company, LLC, 
that he signed the foregoing document as Manager of the company, and that the statements 
therein contained are true to the best of his knowledge. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT - 20 
Notary Public for Ada 
Residing at 1:3 ~' ., <! 
My commission expires 1-2. ~ - Z. o I l 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, LLC 
FILED 
_A.M3ffi''· 
FEB 2 2 2011 
.:;HARLOTTE SHERBLi;,·.:, CLCRK 
TAINA AMAN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 







JAY P. CLARK, an individual; JOHN ) 
CLARK, an individual; DANIEL MORI, and ) 
individual; and all of the unknown owners and) 
all of the unknown claimants to any right, title,) 
estate, lien or interest in whole or in part in and) 
to the real property described in the attached ) 
Exhibit A, which is adverse to Plaintiffs ) 
ownership or a cloud upon Plaintiffs title ) 





Case No. CV-11-01900-M 
APPLICATION FOR RESTRAINING 
ORDER AND ORDER TO SHOW 
CAUSE 
Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, LLC ("Murphy Land"), by and through its undersigned 
counsel of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
APPLICATION FOR RESTRA~G~~ER TO SHOW CAUSE- 1 
~ 0 lP lf 4552WJ012263445 1 
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Procedure 65, move this Court for a Temporary Restraining Order and an Order to Show Cause 
why a preliminary injunction should not be granted. 
As set forth in the accompanying Verified Complaint, Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel 
Mori are currently in wrongful possession of, and are causing waste to, certain agricultural real 
property commonly known as Crystal Spring Farm (the "Farm") and particularly described in the 
attached Exhibit A. The Farm is owned in fee simple by Murphy Land. 
In particular, Jay Clark's lease with the prior owners of the Fann expired no later than 
December 31, 20 l 0, and Murphy Land has neither entered into a lease with Jay Clark nor given 
him nor Defendant Daniel Mori permission to be on the Farm. To the contrary, agents of 
Murphy Land have demanded that Jay Clark vacate the Fann immediately. Moreover, the prior 
owners of the Fann served Jay Clark with a Notice to Quit prior to conveying the Fann to 
Murphy Land. But despite having no possessory interest - let alone any other interest or right -
in the Farm, Jay Clark has refused to vacate the premises unless paid two million dollars. 
Defendant Daniel Mori is currently grazing numerous cattle upon land located in the 
Farm pursuant to an agreement with Jay Clark. But because Jay Clark has no right or interest in 
the Farm, neither does Daniel Mori. And the grazing of cattle upon agricultural land is 
inconsistent with principles of good husbandry as well as Good Agricultural Practices. As a 
result, the Defendants are committing waste upon land purchased by Murphy Land for growing 
crops. 
The Temporary Restraining Order is necessary, and a Preliminary Injunction warranted, 
because Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori are committing waste to the Farm by grazing 
cattle thereupon and, as a result, immediate and irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result to 
Murphy Land's interest in the Fann. In addition, Murphy Land is entitled to the relief demanded 
APPLICATION FOR RESTRAINING ORDER AND ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE- 2 
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the Verified Complaint filed February 17, 2011, part of which consists of restraining the 
commission of the acts of Jay Clark and Daniel Mori complained of therein. 
Accordingly, the Plaintiffs respectfully request this Court to issue a Temporary 
Restraining Order directing that Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori and their officers, agents, 
employees, attorneys, and those persons in active concert or participation with them who receive 
actual notice of the Order by personal service or otherwise are restrained and enjoined from 
remaining upon the Farm and, as a result, must immediately vacate the Farm and immediately 
remove all livestock, equipment and other personal property from the Farm. 
Additionally, the Plaintiff respectfully request this Court to issue an Order to Show Cause 
why a preliminary injunction granting the same relief should not be granted. 
This Application is supported by a Verified Complaint previously filed with this Court, as 
well as the Memorandum in Support of Application for Temporary Restraining Order and Order 
to Show Cause and the Affidavits of Lance D. Funk, Ken Patterson, and James Hilliard filed 
contemporaneously herewith. 
DATED THIS :;l::L.._ day of February, 2011. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By Stei+t:hl~~rs358 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, 
LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi~day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing APPLICATION FOR RESTRAINING ORDER AND ORDER TO 
SHOW CAUSE by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Tom Clark 
CLARK FEENEY 
1229 Main St. 
P.O. Box285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[ Attorney for Defendants Jay Clark and John Clark] 
Daniel Mori 
31587 Thatsamori PI. 
Bruneau,ID 83604 
[Defendant] 





_l1_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy 
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Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 





Attorneys for Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, LLC 
FILED 
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FEB 2 3 2011 
..:HARLOTIE SHERoURN, CLERK 
'l"CJINAAMAN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 







JAY P. CLARK, an individual; JOHN ) 
CLARK, an individual; DANIEL MORI, and ) 
individual; and all of the unknown owners and ) 
all of the unknown claimants to any right, title,) 
estate, lien or interest in whole or in part in and) 
to the real property described in the attached ) 
Exhibit A, which is adverse to Plaintiff's ) 
ownership or a cloud upon Plaintiff's title ) 





Case No. CV-11-01900-M 
APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION 
Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, LLC ("Murphy Land"), by and through its undersigned 
counsel ofrecord, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 65, move this Court for entry of a preliminary injunction. 
45522 0001.22676751 
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As set forth the Verified Complaint, Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori are 
currently in wrongful possession of, and are causing waste to, certain agricultural real property 
commonly known as Crystal Spring Farm (the "Farm") and particularly described in the attached 
Exhibit A. The Farm is owned in fee simple by Murphy Land. 
In particular, Jay Clark's lease with the prior owners of the Farm expired no later than 
December 3 I, 20 I 0, and Murphy Land has neither entered into a lease with Jay Clark nor given 
him nor Defendant Daniel Mori permission to be on the Farm. To the contrary, agents of 
Murphy Land have demanded that Jay Clark vacate the Farm immediately. Moreover, the prior 
owners of the Farm served Jay Clark with a Notice to Quit prior to conveying the Farm to 
Murphy Land. But despite having no possessory interest - let alone any other interest or right -
in the Farm, Jay Clark has refused to vacate the premises unless paid two million dollars. 
Defendant Daniel Mori is currently grazing numerous cattle upon land located in the 
Farm pursuant to an agreement with Jay Clark. But because Jay Clark has no right or interest in 
the Farm, neither does Daniel Mori. And the grazing of cattle upon agricultural land is 
inconsistent with principles of good husbandry as well as Good Agricultural Practices. As a 
result, the Defendants are committing waste upon land purchased by Murphy Land for growing 
crops. 
The Preliminary Injunction is warranted because Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori 
are committing waste to the Fann by grazing cattle thereupon and, as a result, immediate and 
irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result to Murphy Land's interest in the Farm. In addition, 
Murphy Land is entitled to the relief demanded in the Verified Complaint filed February 17, 
2011, part of which consists of restraining the commission of the acts of Jay Clark and Daniel 
Mori complained of therein. 
APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION - 2 
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Accordingly, the Plaintiffs respectfully request this Court to issue a preliminary 
injunction ordering that Defendants Jay Clark and Daniel Mori and their officers, agents, 
employees, attorneys, and those persons in active concert or participation with them who receive 
actual notice of the preliminary injunction by personal service or otherwise are restrained and 
enjoined from remaining upon the Farm and, as a result, must immediately vacate the Farm and 
immediately remove all livestock, equipment and other personal property from the Fann. 
This Application is supported by the Verified Complaint previously filed with this Court, 
as well as the Memorandum in Support of Application for Preliminary Injunction and the 
Affidavits of Lance D. Funk, Ken Patterson, and James Hilliard filed with the Clerk of the Court. 
DATED THIS 23rd day of February, 201 l. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By_1J1,[a'.tl\Jl.a..__...:LJ~}SE!:.'!!:!!!!:.~.L_~~~~ 
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB o. 5358 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, 
LLC 
APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION - 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of February, 201 I, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing APPLICATION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Tom Clark 
CLARK FEENEY 
1229 Main St. 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83 50 I 
[Attorney for Defendants Jay Clark and John Clark] 
Daniel Mori 
31587 Thatsamori Pl. 
Bruneau, ID 83604 
[Defendant] 
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MORI and all of the unknown owners and all ) 
of the unknown claimants to any right, title, ) 
estate, lien or interest in whole or in part in and) 
to all mineral and mineral rights on and in and ) 
ingress and egress rights to and from the real ) 
property described in the attached Exhibit A, ) 
which is adverse to Plaintiffs ownership or a ) 
cloud upon Plaintiff's title thereto (referred to ) 




Case No. CV-11-01900-M 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
AND FOR PARTIAL GRANT OF 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 65(e)(6); AND 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
Plaintiff Murphy Land Company, LLC ("Murphy Land"), by and through its undersigned 
attorneys ofrecord, hereby moves this Court for reconsideration of its denial of Murphy Land's 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND FOR PARTIAL GRANT OF PRELIMINARY 
INJUNCTION PURSUANT TO I.R.~6~6); AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT - I 
~ 0 f V ... ,,~,n""" 
EXHIBIT ' C \ ML000474 
Motion for Preliminary Injunction and for Partial Grant of Preliminary Injunction Pursuant to 
LR.C.P. 65(e)(6). 
MEMORANDUM 
At hearing on March 2, 2011, this Court orally denied Murphy Land's Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction. This Court ruled that questions of fact remained regarding the validity of 
Defendant Jay Clark's lease for Crystal Springs Farm ("Farm"), whether Mr. Clark had paid any 
rent pursuant to that lease in 2010, and whether he had committed waste upon the agricultural 
land in the Farm. As a result, the Court found that a preliminary injunction was inappropriate 
under I.R.C.P. 65(e)(l) and (2). 
As to I.R.C.P. 65(e)(6), this Court ruled that it had the power to put Murphy Land in 
possession of the Farm under that subsection, but that it would decline to exercise such power. 
In particular, the Court stated that, at this early stage of the litigation, it would apply equitable 
principles and, given the significant sums that Jay Clark alleged he had invested in planting crops 
for harvest in 2011, the Court felt that the equities did not support granting Murphy Land the 
relief it requested. After the Court had so ruled, counsel for Murphy Land requested that 
Murphy Land be permitted to enter and farm those fields that Jay Clark had not yet planted. The 
Court stated that, in its view, the request had merit and, accordingly, ordered the parties to meet 
and confer within the next two days to determine which fields remained unplanted as of the date 
of the hearing. Recognizing that time was of the essence, the Court suggested that if the parties 
were unable to reach an agreement within two days, the Court would entertain a motion to 
resolve that issue. 
Pursuant to the Court's order, counsel for Murphy Land met briefly with counsel for Jay 
Clark immediately following the hearing. Counsel for Jay Clark indicated that he was not certain 
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which fields remained unplanted as of that date, that he believed that Jay Clark might have 
entered into agreements with third parties, and that he would confer with Jay Clark to learn the 
details. Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger filed concurrently herewith ("Schossberger Aff."), 
Also pursuant to the Court's order, agents of Murphy Land instructed Ken Patterson to 
ascertain the status of each field on the Farm. Mr. Patterson drove around the Farm the day after 
the hearing, March 3,201 l, to determine which of the fields remained unplanted. See Second 
Affidavit of Ken Patterson filed concurrently herewith ("Patterson Aff."), if 5. Based upon his 
prior experience working on the Farm, his personal knowledge of prior planting on the farm, his 
extensive experience as a farmer, and his viewing of each field in the Farm on March 3, 2011, 
Mr. Patterson compiled a list of the status of each field located within the Farm. Id, if 7, Exh. B. 
Mr. Patterson also informed counsel for Murphy Land that Defendant Jay Clark had previously 
informed him that, due to the age of the hay crop in the field identified as number 273 on 
Exhibits Band C to the Patterson Aff., potatoes could be planted in that field in 2011. Id, if 9. 
Counsel for Murphy Land sent a letter to counsel for Jay Clark containing the 
information conveyed by Mr. Patterson and requesting that Mr. Clark stipulate to permitting 
Murphy Land to enter into and farm such fields. Schossberger Aff., if 4, Exhs. A & B. Counsel 
for Jay Clark responded that he had a different understanding of this Court's ruling, that Jay 
Clark had not yet provided him with any documentation, and that Jay Clark was unwilling to 
permit Murphy Land to access any of the fields without a payment of cash rent to Jay Clark "or 
further court order." Schossberger Aff., iJ 5, Exh. C. 
The response from counsel for Jay Clark indicates that Mr. Clark has made no effort to 
comply with the Court's oral order. Schossberger Aff., Exh. C. In particular, Jay Clark has 
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apparently provided no documentation either identifying which fields remain unplanted or 
providing any details about the alleged agreements he has with third parties regarding such 
fields. Id. In contrast, Murphy Land has undertaken to ascertain the status of each of the fields 
on the Fann and has communicated such information to counsel for Jay Clark. 
Jay Clark has not disputed that the fields identified in Exhibits B and C to the Paterson 
Aff. as fields numbered 257,258, 259, 275, and 280 were not planted as of March 3, 2011. Jay 
Clark has not denied that the field identified as field number 273 in those same exhibits contains 
old hay and that he previously indicated that such field could be planted with potatoes in 2011. 
Jay Clark has not provided anything other than vague assertions that he has entered into 
agreements with unspecified third parties to fann the fields that were not planted as of March 2, 
2011. Instead, Jay Clark has simply refused to permit Murphy Land to enter onto and farm those 
fields, which Murphy Land owns outright, without either payment to him or an order from this 
Court. Accordingly, Murphy Land respectfully requests that this Court order the following: 
I. That, effective immediately, Murphy Land and its agents and employees may 
enter onto and begin fanning operations upon the following fields located upon Crystal Springs 







2. That Murphy Land and its agents and employees may have continuous right of 
ingress and egress to those fields for the purpose of planting, tending to, and harvesting crops, as 
well as for other reasons incidental to such purposes. That Murphy Land may access and use all 
irrigation systems in place on those fields; and 
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3. That Defendant Jay P. Clark and his affiliated companies, as well as any agents or 
employees of Jay P. Clark and his affiliated companies, shall not prevent Murphy Land or its 
agents or employees from accessing and fanning the above-identified fields. 
DATED THIS +day of March, 2011. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By---4.'.,L.{/:.~::::c._~.a..L~'Z::::!::.~c::::.:...__~~~ 
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB o. 5358 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Murphy Land 
Company, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this]_ day of March, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND FOR PARTIAL GRANT 
OF PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 65(E)(6); AND 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Tom Clark 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 
1229 Main Street 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail =x Telecopy: 208.746.9160 
[Attorney for Defendants Jay Clark and John Clark] 
jf)~ =-=· 
Ste.Jen F. Schossberte;:--
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AFFIDAVIT OF MA TIHEW GORDON 
Hilliard Murphy Land Company I Owyhee County Case No. CV-13-03004 
3/23/2012 1:z;:26 PM Karen Foruria 208-954-5215 Page 14 
FILED 
__ A.My#P.M. 
MAR 2 6 2012 
rN nm DlSTRICT COURT CiF THE THIRD JllDlCf AL DISTRJCT 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 







JAY .P. CLARK, an i11d1vidua!; Clarks Crysta) ) 
Springs Ranch, LLC; JOHN CLARK, an ) 
indlvk'lual: and aU of the unknov,n owners aM ) 
all of thu unknown claimants to a11y right, title,) 
estate, lien or interest in whole or in part in and! 
to nll mineTal and mineral rights on and in and 1 
ingress and egres~ rights lo and frotn the xeul ) 
property described in the attached Exhibit A. } 
which ia advt!1·se to Plaintiff'.s ownership or a ) 
<:loud up<m Plaintiff's title thereto (r~fcrrcd to ) 
us DOHS l - jQ), ~ 
De.fondants. ) 
Calle No. CV-11.-01900~M 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND 
COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION POR 
PARTIAL SUMMARY J1JDGM'ENT 
11'! the case Jttme.r; and Barb<.rra Hilliard vs. Jay P. Clark mtd John Clark, Owyhe~ 
Cc,mrty Case No. CV 20 l l n 1899, November 8, 2011, Plain.tiffs/ CoUJrterdefendants. James ai1d 
Barbara Hillitird c·Hillfards"J, filed a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment ('"Motion'') 
ORDfiR (iMNTING MURl'HY LAND COMP ANY, LLC'S MOTION ·r-oR PAK11AL 
SUMMARY JUDGMfil,.T- l 
EXHIBIT ' D ML000602 
3/23/2012 1:24:28 PM Karen Foruria 20B-954-52l5 Page 15 
pu.nmanl to Idaho Rule of Civil Pro.:edm-e 56. In their Motion, the Hilliards requested summary 
ju.dgm<'nt with regard t(I six ofthi;: leg'tll claims asserted in their Ami!nded C(,mplalnr ngaimrt 
Defendants/Counter-claimant), Jay P. Clark Wld John. Clark, and the Counterclaim filed by Jay 
Clark. [n p!:lrticulat, the Hilliard,; reqw;:;ted '!h~t the Court enter summary judgment as foJ]t)'ws: 
1. That, a~ their current or former attorney, fa,:• Clark owed a fim1¢iary duty 
to the Hillia.rds in ,~onnet}tion l,\,Jth the ext'ctithm uf the 20HI Wr.itteo Crop Share Lease between 
tbe Billiards; that Jay Clark breached that fiduciary duty by the mwmer in which he obtained the 
execution uf the le.ise: and that the 2010 Written Crop Shure Least~ is ·void and of no legal tbrcc 
ui eft~ct wliutsoeve.t as a result of havfog been oht11ined in YiDlation of Ja.y Clark's fiduciary 
duties io the Hi Uhm.is as a mtttter of'Jiiw 
On Februuty 8 and 14, 2012, the Cmirt beard oral argument on the HllHards1 
motion for swnma.ryjudgmcnt. 
ln tbe instant case, }..furphy Land Company l..l'.C ;,s . .fay I'. C(<JJ-k. et. al., Owyhee 
County Case No. CV~l l-01~00-M, on December 30,201 l Murphy Lmd Company LLC 
(''Murphy Land1') 11icd a m<.ltiou for partin1 summary j migm.ent on il') cmises of action for 
Unla""-ful Detainer, Trespass, Slender of Title and to Quiet Title. On February 14, 2012, the 
Court bet.rd oral argument on Murphy I~n.d\s Moti011 n,r Partial Summa.I)' Judgment ~ti Mo.titm 
to s·trikc certain affidav1t testimony sub111itted by Defer!dant Jay P. Clark h1 opposition ta the 
motion. Prior to the het:ring, the Court re,'iewecl the supporting i:md opposition memor!llidoms, 
affidavits and deposition n·ani,cripts filed by the parties. 
011 March 20, 20 .12t the Courl. orally entered ii$ fa1dings of fact and r.::cmolwdons 
oflaw into the xec<.1rd for both the Hilltards' motion for summary judgment a.1.1d Murphy Land's 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MO'nON FOR PART'lAL 
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motion for purti.al sumn.mry judgment. The Coun's findings of foct and conch.1sions oflaw stated 
on the record on March 20, 2012, are blcorp(lraled by refore:nce hernin. 
Ba.,ed -up~u1 the arguments of the parties, the pleadings, depositions, and affidavits 
on file with the Court. and the fi.nding.s and conclllsioml rendered by the Cmm at the hearing 
condm.:ted <il1 March 20, 2Ul 2, tl)e Court GRANTED the Billiards' motioo for entry of summary 
judgment that Jay Clark owt.'Cl the Hilliard!; a fiduciary duty of loyalty in connection with the 
execution oft-he 2010 Written Crop Share I.ease; that Jay Clark breached that duty in the manner 
in which he obtait1cd 1he e.<ccution of the 20 l O Wrilten Crop Sfoi"e L,ease as a matter of Jaw; and 
ordered that lhe 2.010 Written Crop Share Loose be declared mill and void as· of1he time. of its 
ex-i~cutirm and of no legal force ot effect whatsoever, and forlher ordered that 2010 Written Crop 
Shere Lease: be i mmtdia tcly expunged from the public tecords of Owyhee County, Idaho. 
The Comi RESERVED Its rnling on the Hilliards' motion for entry of summary 
j,1dgn1enl thllt fo)· Clark slande.(~d their title to real property 'l>tith the Jcr.;;ording of the 2010 
Written Crop Sha.re J.,easc as a matter of law. 
Based upon the Coort's grantlng\',ftlie Hllliards' motion for summary judgment 
as stated nbtwe, ond tcl;i1~g judicial notic~ thereof us to the eff<."Ct of-'the Court's order cm Murphy 
Land's motion for partfal summary j\Jdgmenl, and for good cause app~ng tJ1erefor; 
NOW, THEREFORH~ IT 1S HEREBY ORD'ERED thaL Murphy Land's Mot.ion 
for partial summary judgment cin the First Cnuse of Action {Unlawf'ol Detainer), th~ Second 
Cause of Aclion (Ttespmis), and tl1e Fourch Co.use. of Action (Quiet Title), which claims seek an 
order voidi1lg the 2010 Wdtt1m Crop Share Lease et the time of its execution in .January 201 () 
and seek an order for restiL'Ution of possession ofd1e real property commonly known as Crystal 
Spring& Fann.to Murphy Land, is GRANTED. 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
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As 10 Murphy Land's motion for partial summary judgme11t on tbe Third Cause of 
Action for Slander of Title ag~in.st Defoor.fan! Jf1y P. Clark, the Ctmrt will reserve its ruling 
consistent wilh its otder on the Hilliards' motioJ, for summary judbrment as n.ferenced above. 
BASED UPON THE FOREGOING ORDERS, 1T rs EmlrnBY FURTHER 
ORDERED AND DECLARED that Murphy l,ru1.d is entitled to immediate restitution of 
posl!essiou of tbe real prnpcrty commonly referred to as Crysta1 Springs fum1 M:urphy, Owyhee 
County, Itta.ho, 1mcl as mo;:e purticularly described in 1he legal desc1iption attachoo to -the First 
Am.ended Complalnt. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED HHS ;Jj_ day of March, 2012. 
/ft i1~ 
Hor/,~ieg,f7{_:__-C_u_let-~-----
,, Dtyid Judie 
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k\aren rorur1a !-'age us 
1 HEREBY CF..RTIFY thaf on this·-·-- day ufMa.rd11 2012: 1 ca1i..;;ed t\l" be served a true 
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTlNG MURPHY LAND COMP ANY. Ll,C'S MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicitted below, and adrltessed t\l 
each of the following: 
Paul 1'bomns Clark 
Ct.ARK & FEENEY, LLP 
1229 Main Street 
P.O. B(.lx 285 
Le~isl.un, m 3J.5{H 
[Attorney for Defendants,.iay Clark and John Clark] 
+cl tYIL'alc\axlUl{lt1 f--(!~(lt-C../,{U;iY\ 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HA WLBY TROx"ELL ENNIS & HA VlLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite l 000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boi:ie, Iduho 8370i-l617 
5·sd'16 s.sher9eriJ1(Ll1) Jeq-1,0¥€.-lf ,co{YI 
_ U.S. Mail, Posi-age Prepaid 
H!lml DeHveretl 
: __ ~:~ Q..ve'rnighi Mail 
~E-mail 
__ Tclecopy: 208.746.9160 
__ U.S. Mail, Pvsi.a.gt, Prepaid 
Han.d Delivered 
-.:::::~ Q~ight Mail 
_L/J_ E:.·-tnail 
__ , Telecopy 
Clerk of the Comt 
By 
De#tyClerk 
ORDER GRANTING MURJ'HY LAND COMPANY1 LLC'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
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208-454-73 71 Phone 
208-454-7442 Fax 
facsimile transmittal 
From: _)Jr: Cc.t.,_/e...l- Date: 3/.:z..-z / 1 z.-
Re: /Yll<.,,../41:r ~>t.A v' Pages: ;;i_ 
-~--- ---------· 
Cf«,..,../c. 
0 Urgent 0 For Review D Please Comment O Please Reply O Please R.ec}'de 
~-----------~--------
• • • • • • • 
. ................................ . 
GREGORY M. CULET 
D1ST1'•C1 J VOOE 
(208) 454-7370 
Steven F. Schossberger 
Matthew Gordon 
DISTRICT COURT 
TBr.RD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
March 27, 2012 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise. ID 83701-1617 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants 
The Train Station 1 Suite 201 
13th and Main Streets 
P. 0. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
RESIDENT CHAMBEAS 
CANYON COUNTY COU!iTHOUSf 
1115 AL BANY STAEET 
CALOWELL. IOAi-10 83605 
Re: Murphy Land Company, LLC. V. Jay P. Clari<, et al, Owyhee County 
Case CV2011-1900 
Dear Counsel: 
Although I recently entered an order granting Plaintiff's Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Plaintiff's causes of action for Unlawful Detainer, Trespass and 
Quiet Title, a final decision on Plaintiffs claim for Slander of Title is still forthcoming 
(and, therefore, that claim is unresolved) and Plaintiff's claim of Unjust Enrichment is 
also unresolved. Therefore, despite the fact that my written order authorizes the 
issuance of a writ of possession, there is no final judgment in the case as of yet. 
It appears to me that the order granting immediate possession of the real 
property should be treated as either a preliminary injunction under I.R.C.P 65(e), which 
will require the plaintiff to post a bond pursuant to Rule 65(c), or, alternatively, the 
resolved claims could be certified as a final judgment pursuant to Rule 54(b)(1 ), which 
would allow for a prompt appeal. However, in the event of an appeal, it will result in the 
Court losing all jurisdiction over the entire action, per Rule 54(b)(2). except as provided 
in LA.R. 13. 
2''i1 
I am directing that no immediate action be taken on the writ of possession that 
was issued by the clerk until both sides have had an opportunity to address the issue. 
We currently have a telephone status conference scheduled for this Friday at 1 :00, at 
which time each side can relate what their position is, but there will not be sufficient time 
allotted for that conference to entertain any oral argument on the matter. However, at 
that point, I will know where both sides stand on the question and I will then make the 
determination to either set the parameters for further argument. or just exercise my 
discretion without further argument. 
Sincerely, 
Isl 
( sent w/o signature due to time constraints} 
Gregory M. Culet 
Senior District Judge 
EXHIBIT "F" 
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Idaho State Bar No. 1329 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Toe Train Station, Suite 20 l 
13th and Main Streets 
P. 0. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208)743-9516 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYEE 
MURPHY LAND COMP ANY, LLC, an Idaho ) 








JAY P. CLARK, an individual, JOHN CLARK, ) 
an individual; DANIEL MORI, an individual; ) 
and all of the unknown owners and all of the ) 
unknown claims to any right, title, estate, lien 
or interest in whole or in part in and to the real 
property described in the attached Exhibit A, 
which is adverse to Plaintiff's ownership or a 
cloud upon Plaintiffs title thereto (referred to 










Case No. CV -11-01900-M 
NOTICE OF FILING BANKRUPTCY -
Jay P. Clark d/b/a Crystal Springs 
Ranch 
********** 
TO: CLERK OF THE COURT and STEVEN SCHOSSBERGER, Attorney for the 
Plaintiff 
YOU ARE HEREBY GIVEN NOTICE that on the 27th day of March, 2012, Defendant Jay 
Clark filed a Chapter 12 Voluntary Petition for reliefin bankruptcy in the United States Bankruptcy 
NOTICE OF FILING BANKRUPTCY -1-
LAW OF"F"ICE:S OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 



























12--00649-JDP. A copy of the electronic Notice of 
and by reference made a part hereof. 
NOW, THEREFORE, all state court proceedings against the Defendant, Jay Clark, are stayed 
pursuant to 1 l USC §362. 
DATED This 2£L day of March, 2012. 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
By: _________________ _ 
Paul T 
for Defendants Jay and John Clark 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _1£1_ day ofMarch, 2012, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Steven F. Schossberger 
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701 









ey for Defendants Jay and John Clark 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY, LLP 
LEWISTON, IOAHO 83501 
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CM/ECF LIVE - U.S. Bankruptcy Court 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
District ofldaho [LIVE] 
Notice of Bankruptcy Case Filing 
A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed 
be]ow was filed under Chapter 12 of the United 
States Bankruptcy Code, entered on 03/27/2012 at 
5:51 PM and filed on 03/27/2012. 
JayP Clark 
PO Box 1202 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
SSN I ITIN:
dba Crystal Springs Ranch 
Page I of2 
The case was filed by the debtor's attorney: The bankruptcy trustee is: 
Brent T Robinson 
POB396 
Rupert, ID 83350 
(208) 436-4 717 
Forrest P Hymas 
803 Canyon Rd 
Hailey, ID 83333 
208-788-7111 
The case was assigned case number 12-00649-JDP to Judge Jim D Pappas. 
In most instances, the filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other 
actions against the debtor and the debtor1s property. Under certain circumstances, the stay may be 
limited to 30 days or not exist at all, although the debtor can request the court to extend or impose a stay. 
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be 
penalized. Consult a lawyer to detennine your rights in this case. 
If you would like to view the bankruptcy petition and other documents filed by the debtor, they are 
available at our Internet home page www.id.uscourts.gov or at the Clerk's Office, U.S. Bankruptcy 
Court, Suite 400,550 West Fort Street, Boise, ID 83724. 
You may be a creditor of the debtor. If so, you will receive an additional notice from the court setting 
forth important deadlines. · 
https://ecf.idb.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/NoticeOfFiling.pl?l28248 
Elizabeth A Smith 
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Adversary, Exhibits, CONVERTED, APPEAL, 7270BJ, DEFER 
U.S. Bankruptcy Court 
District of Idaho [LIVE] (Boise) 
Bankruptcy Petition 12-00649-TLM 
Assigned to: Chief Judge Terry L Myers 
Chapter 7 
Datefiled: 03/27/2012 
Date converted: 05/31/2013 
341 meeting: 09/19/2013 
Deadline for filing claims: 10/10/2013 
Deadline for filing claims (govt.): 11/27/2013 
Deadline for objecting to discharge: 09/10/2013 




Jay P Clark 
PO Box 1202 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
ELMORE-ID 
SSN I ITIN:
dba Crysta h 
Trustee 
Forrest P Hymas 
803 Canyon Rd 




Janine P Reynard 
POB 7506 





41 0 S. Orchard Street 
Suite 144 
Boise, ID 83705 
represented by Jay P Clark 
PROSE 
Donald L Gadda 
Gadda Law Offices, PC. 
408 W. Idaho 
Boise, ID 83 702 
208-336-8866 
Fax : 208-906-8634 
Email: gaddalaw@fiberpipe.net 
TERMINATED: 10118/2013 
Brent T Robinson 
(See above for address) 
TERMINATED: 0810212013 
represented by Forrest P Hymas 
803 Canyon Rd 




represented by Matthew Todd Christensen 




3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
ll/l/2013 3 05 
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Washington Group Central Plaza 
720 Park Blvd, Ste 220 
Boise, ID 83 712 
208-334-1300 




















https://ecf1db.uscour 'cgi-brn/Dk1Rptpl?3 I 004 752521 
208-384-8588 
Fax : 208-853-0117 
mtc~angstman.com 
Jeremy Gugino 
410 S. Orchard Street 
Suite 144 
Boise, ID 83705 
(208) 342-1590 
Fax : (208) 429-5988 
Email: gygino@cableone.net 
represented by David Wayne Newman 
OFFICE OF THE US TRUSTEE US 
DEPT 
720 Park Blvd., Ste. 220 
Boise, ID 83712 
(208) 334-1300 
Email: ustp.rezionl 8. bs.ecf@.usdoj.gov 
Docket Text 
Chapter 12 Voluntary Petition . Fee Amount $246 Filed by 
Jay P Clark (Robinson, Brent) 
Social Security Statement - SEALED Document Filed by 
Debtor Jay P Clark. (Robinson, Brent) 
Disclosure of Compensation by Brent T Robinson Filed by 
Debtor Jay P Clark. (Robinson, Brent) 
Receipt of Voluntary Petition (Chapter 12)(12-00649) 
[misc,volpl2] ( 246.00) Filing Fee. Receipt number 
3616692. Fee amount 246.00. (U.S. Treasury) 
Signature page(s) Filed by Debtor Jay P Clark (RE: related 
document(s)l Voluntary Petition (Chapter 12)). (Robinson, 
Brent) 
Certificate of Credit Counseling Filed by Debtor Jay P 
Clark. (Robinson, Brent) 
Application to Employ Brent T Robinson as Attorney for 
Debtor. Filed by Debtor Jay P Clark Objections due by 
04/20/2012. (Robinson, Brent) 
Meeting of Creditors 34I(a) meeting to be held on 







1/1/2013 3:05 PM 
ML000631 
LIVE US. Bankruptcy Court https//ecf1db.uscourt 'cgi-bm/Dk1Rptpl?3 l 00475252 l 
Boise. Last day to oppose discharge or dischargeability is 
6/26/2012.Proofs of Claim due by 7/26/2012.Govemment 
Proof of Claim Date 9/23/2012 (zs) 
9 Income Tax Turnover Notice Appointment of 
2 pgs; 2 Trustee (pat) 
10 Set Deficiency Deadlines Statement of Domestic Support 




11 Set Deficiency Deadlines Schedules A-J due 
(I pg) 4/10/2012.Statistical Summary of Certain Liabilities due 
4/10/2012. Statement of Financial Affairs due 4/10/2012. 
03/28/2012 Summary of schedules due 4/10/2012. (pat) 
12 BNC Certificate of Mailing - Meeting of Creditors Notice 
03/30/2012 (5 pgs) Date 03/30/2012. (Admin.) 
13 BNC Certificate of Mailing - Deficiency Notice of 
(3 pgs) Additional Missing Documents Notice Date 03/30/2012. 
03/30/2012 (Admin.) 
14 BNC Certificate of Mailing - Deficiency Notice of 
(3 pgs) Additional Missing Documents Notice Date 03/30/2012. 
03/30/2012 (Admin.) 
15 BNC Certificate of Mailing - Notice of Appointment of 
03/30/2012 (3 pgs) Trustee Notice Date 03/30/2012. (Admin.) 
16 BNC Certificate of Mailing - Ch.13 Income Tax Turnover 
03/30/2012 (3 pgs) Order Notice Date 03/30/2012. (Admin.) 
17 Motion for Relief from Stay Motion for Immediate Relief 
(267 pgs; 5 docs) From the Automatic Stay. Fee Amount $176, Filed by 
Interested Party Murphy Land Company, LLC Last day to 
Object 04/24/2012. (Attachments: # l Exhibit Exhibits A 
thru E# J Exhibit Exhibit F# J_ Exhibit Exhibit G# 1 Exhibit 
04/04/2012 Exhibits H thru L) (Kurtz, John) 
18 Receipt of Motion for Relief from Stay(l 2-00649-JDP) 
[ motion,mrlfsty] ( 176. 00) Filing Fee. Receipt number 
04/04/2012 3635819. Fee amount 176.00. (U.S. Treasury) 
12 Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing on Emergency Motion 
(36 pgs; 2 docs) for Relief From the Automatic Stay Filed by Interested 
Party Murphy Land Company, LLC (Attachments: # l 
A..ffidavit Affidavit of Frank Tiegs in Support of Motion to 
04/04/2012 
3 of66 l 1/1/2013 3 05 
ML000632 
CM/ECF LIVE - Court https:// ecf.1db. uscot · lcgi-brn/DkiRptpl?3 !00475252 l l 
Shorten Time) (Kurtz, John) 
Notice of Hearing Filed by Interested Party Murphy Land 
pgs) Company, LLC (RE: related document(s)ll Motion for 
Relief from Stay Motion for Immediate Relief From the 
Automatic Stay. Fee Amount $176, Filed by Interested 
Party Murphy Land Company, LLC Last day to Object 
04/24/2012.). Motion for Relief hearing to be held on 
4/12/2012 at 09:00 AM Pocatello - US Courthouse, 
04/05/2012 Bankruptcy/Magistrate Courtroom for 11, (Kurtz, John) 
21 Notice of Witnesses at Hearing on Motion for Immediate 
(3 pgs) Relief From The Automatic Stay Filed by Interested Party 
04/05/2012 Murphy Land Company, LLC. (Kurtz, John) 
22 Order Granting Motion to Shorten Time (Related Doc# }2) 
(1 pg) Signed on 4/5/2012. Hearing will be held on April 12, 2012 
04/05/2012 at 9:00 a.m .. (tw) 
23 Notice of Intent to Present Testimony and Evidence and to 
(2 pgs) Cross-Examine Witnesses Filed by Debtor Jay P Clark 
04/10/2012 (Robinson, Brent) 
24 Witness List . Filed by Debtor Jay P Clark (Robinson, 
04/10/2012 (2 pgs) Brent) 
25 Ex Parte Motion to Extend Deadline to File Schedules or 
(2 pgs) Provide Required Information Filed by Debtor Jay P Clark 
04/10/2012 (Robinson, Brent) 
26 Supplement to Motion for Relief from the Automatic Stay 
(55 pgs) Filed by Interested Party Murphy Land Company, LLC 
(RE: related document(s)l]. Motion for Relief from Stay 
Motion for Immediate Relief From the Automatic Stay. Fee 
04/11/2012 Amount $176,). (Kurtz, John) 
27 Objection to (related document(s): !_Z)Motion to Vacate 
(6 pgs) Automatic Stay of Murphy Land Company, LLC Filed by 
Debtor Jay P Clark (RE: related document(s)_l1 Motion for 
Relief from Stay Motion for Immediate Relief From the 
04/11/2012 Automatic Stay. Fee Amount $176,). (Robinson, Brent) 
J~ Exhibit List Filed by Debtor Jay P Clark. (Attachments:# 1. 
04/11/2012 (4 pgs; 2 docs) exhibit list) (Robinson, Brent) 
29 Affidavit Re: in Support of Objection to Motion to Vacate 
(154 pgs; 5 docs) Automatic Stay Filed by Debtor Jay P Clark (RE: related 
document(s)27 Objection). (Attachments:# lEx 101-110# 
04/1 l/2012 J Exhibits 111-114# ~ Exhibits 115-122# 1 Exhibit 123) 
4of66 I l/l/2013 3:05 PM 
CM/ECF LIVE US. Bankruptcy Court https//ecf1db uscorn; ·/cgi-bm/DktRptpl?3 l 00475252 l 












Exhibit List Filed by Interested Party Murphy Land 
Company, (Kurtz, John) 
[Amended] Exhibit List Filed by Interested Party Murphy 
Land Company, LLC. (Kurtz, John) Modified on 4/1 I/2012 
(drh). 
Order Granting Motion To Extend Deadline to File 
Schedules or Provide Required Information (Related Doc # 
25) Signed on 4/11/2012. (tw) 
Hearing Held 
Appearances: Brent Robinson for Debtor; John 
Kurtz/Steven Schossberger for Murphy Land Co; Craig 
Christensen for JR Simplot; Forrest Hymas, Trustee 
Report of Proceedings: A1·gument presented by Mr. 
Kurtz., Mr. Christensen, Mr. Robinson and Mr. Kurtz 
again, with questions and comments by the Court. 
Trustee declines to comment. After discussion, the Court 
GRANTS the motion [in modification, not complete 
termination]. The Court Finds and Concludes that based 
on the information from the record, good cause has been 
shown under 362(d)(l) to allow the State Com·t litigation 
to continue to final judgment [including any appeal 
process] due to the advanced nature of that litigation. 
Good cause has been shown that irreparable harm and 
damage would come to the creditor if it is not allowed to 
farm the land. The Court is not granting relief to allow 
the creditor to prosecute for any claim for damages or 
any other money damages. The ruling is without 
prejudice. The Court reserves the right to enter formal 
findings if it becomes necessary. Mr. Kurtz to prepare an 
appropriate order, noting that these are the Court's oral 
findings, and include the extended relief granted. Mr. 
Robinson to approve the order. This will be the final 
order and it is effective immediately. 
Debtor's Exhs 101-105; 107-111; 113-114; 115-116 
[limited purpose only]; 119 and 123 are Admitted by 
Stipulation. 
Creditor's Exhs 201-213; 218-219; 220-221; 222 
[authenticity]; 233-234 are Admitted by Stipulation. [see 
attached lists] [ESR: PF] 
(RE: related document(s)l 7 Motion for Relief from Stay 
filed by Interested Party Murphy Land Company, LLC) 




AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW GORDON 
FILED 
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APR 2 4 2012 
Ch\lo~tt:;-Clerk 
=vbeputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 







JAY P. CLARK, an individual; Clarks Crystal ) 
Springs Ranch, LLC; JOHN CLARK, an ) 
individual; and all of the unknown owners and) 
all of the unknown claimants to any right, title,) 
estate, lien or interest in whole or in part in and) 
to all mineral and mineral rights on and in and ) 
ingress and egress rights to and from the real ) 
property described in the attached Exhibit A, ) 
which is adverse to Plaintiffs ownership or a ) 
cloud upon Plaintiff's title thereto (referred to ) 




ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND 
COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR 
RULE 54(B) CERTIFICATE OF FINAL 
JUDGMENT 
On April 23, 2012, the Court heard oral argument on Murphy Land Company, LLC's 
("Murphy Land") motion for Rule 54(b) Certificate of Final Judgment of the Order Granting 
Murphy Land's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment entered by the Court on March 26, 20i2. 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR RULE 54(B) 
CERTIFICATE OF FINAL JUDGMENT - 1 
45522 00014943702.1 
EXHIBIT ' H I ML000618 
Steven Schossberger of the law firm Hawley Troxell LLP was present by telephone for Murphy 
Land, and John Mitchell of the law firm Clark Feeney was present by telephone. At the 
conclusion of the hearing, the Court orally entered its findings of fact and conclusions of law into 
the record. The Court's findings of fact and conclusions of law stated on the record on April 23, 
2012, are incorporated by reference herein. 
Based upon the arguments and written submissions of the parties, and the findings and 
conclusions rendered by the Court at the hearing conducted on April 23, 2012, the Court 
GRANTED Murphy Land's motion for Rule 54(b) certification of the Order Granting Murphy 
Land Partial Summary Judgment dated March 26, 2012, as a Final Judgment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this Order is deemed to be effective as of the 
conclusion of the hearing of this matter on April 23, 2012 . 
. \-1'--
DA TED THIS 2-4 day of April, 2012. 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR RULE 54(B) 
CERTIFICATE OF FINAL JUDGMENT - 2 
45522.0001 .49437021 
19 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
'ri 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2,t.f ~ay of April, 2012, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION 
FOR RULE 54(8) CERTIFICATE OF FINAL JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
Paul Thomas Clark 
CLARK & FEENEY, LLP 
1229 Main Street 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(Attorney for Defendants Jay Clark and John Clark] 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
L~S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy: 208.746.9160 
,/U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
__ Telecopy 
Clerk of the Court 
By 01}/J,l1.Jl..il1110 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION FOR RULE 54(B) 
CERTIFICATE OF FINAL JUDGMENT-3 
45522.00014943702 1 
EXHIBIT "I" 
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW GORDON 
I 
04127/2012 15:59 Owyhee Cou Court (FAX) 495 1226 P.0011003 
FILED 
__ _A.M~P.M. 
APR 2 7 2012 
Clr':!!.tttt:;;"'rn, Cieri< 
_..,;..cl}i-«-....-.0:;.-:9::::;puty Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 







JAY P. CLARK, an individua]; Clarks Crystal ) 
Springs Ranch, LLC; JOHN CLARK, an ) 
individual; and all of the unknown owners and) 
al I of the unknown claimants to any right, title,) 
estate, lien or interest in whole or in part in and) 
to all mineral and mineral rights on and in and ) 
ingress and egress rights to and from the real ) 
property described in the attached Exhibit A, ) 
which is adverse to PlaintiWs ownership or a ) 
cloud upon Plaintiff's title thereto (referred to ) 
as DOES 1 - 50), ) 
) 
) Defendants. 
Case No. CV-I 1·01900-M 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND 
COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION 
SHORTENING TIME FOR 
AUTOMATIC STAY (LA.R.13) 
On April 27, 2012, the Court heard oral argument on Murphy Land Company, LLC's 
("Murphy Land") motion shortening time for automatic stay under I.A.R. 13. Steven 
Schossberger of the law firm Hawley Troxell LLP was present by telephone for Murphy Land, 
ORDER GRANTfNG MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION SHORTENING TIME 
FOR AUTOMATIC ST A Y (LA.R. 13) - 1 
ML000621 
04/2712012 16:00 Owyhee cou (FAX) 51226 P.002/003 
'l) , .... ,,_/ ..,.,. .... "- '-"" ·~ "1 
lVJl 1.,, .J v"'\ v cyr,1-fre /.._. (!c.:,. {., 1 ', f't 4 
. I, r, J _Q__ 0-.IA (,It., l'rv!\,L 
~,,vt.- "~ rV.: ...._ , 1 -
If. • blll1 £ '[.',( /t J T ,...-'lb I - "' f\.il_ (/ <>;~ 
'1-£..., r 
and Tow 0 1.,,fthe law firm Clark Feeney was present by telephone;,f At the conclusion of the "-tf.; ~ c'-'-
hearing, the Court orally entered its findings of fact and conclusions of law into the record. The C?..,,,,/"(I 
t.:",~ Court's findings of fact and conclusions oflaw st.ated on the record on April 27, 2012, are 
incorporated by reference herein. 
Based upon the arguments and 'Wl'itten submissions of the parties, and the findings and 
conclusions rendered by the Court at the hearing conducted on April 27, 2012, the Court 
GRANTED Murphy Land's motion shortening time for automatic stay under I.A.R. 13. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that thLs Order is deemed to be effective as of the 
conclusion of the hearing of this matter on April 27, 2012. 
DATED THIS __ day of April, 2012. 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION SHORTENING TIME 




those calculations, so there is no genuine issue of material fact as to whether Murphy Land's 
losses exceed the amount of the Escrow Funds. 
As a result, summary judgment should enter for Murphy Land on all claims and 
counterclaims, and this Court should enter a judgment declaring that the three million dollars in 
escrow be released to Murphy Land. 
II. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
Murphy Land has two members, Frank Tiegs and Lance Funk, who each own 50% of the 
company. Affidavit of Frank Tiegs filed concurrently herewith ("Tiegs Aff."), 12. 
In 2010, Frank Tiegs, on behalf of Murphy Land, began negotiating with Plaintiff James 
Hilliard regarding the potential purchase of Crystal Springs Farm. Tiegs Aff., 'f 5. During those 
negotiations, Mr. Tiegs became aware that Jay Clark was a tenant on Crystal Springs Farm. Mr. 
Tiegs informed Mr. Hilliard that Murphy Land intended to farm Crystal Springs Farm itself and 
that it did not want Jay Clark to remain on that farm. Mr. Hilliard informed Mr. Tiegs that Jay 
Clark \Vas a family friend, and that he would ensure that Jay Clark had vacated Crystal Springs 
Farm by the time title passed to Murphy Land. Id. at 'f 5. 
On November 5, 2010, Murphy Land and the Hilliards executed a purchase and sale 
agreement for the purchase of Crystal Springs Farm for $9,500,000 ("Agreement"). Id. at <Ji 6, 
Exh. B. Among the express terms of the Agreement was that "Sellers existing lease with Jay 
Clark to be terminated." The Agreement provided that the sale of Crystal Springs Farm 
close on or before December 28, 2010. Id. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 4 
0412712012 16:00 Owyhee Cou ourt (FA 951226 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJ1:ltay of April, 2012, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION 
SHORTENING TIME FOR AUTOMATIC STAY (I.A.R. 13) by the method indicated below, 
and addressed to each of the following: 
Paul Thomas Clark 
CLARK & FEENEY, LLP 
1229 Main Street 
P.O. Box 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
[Attorney for Defendants Jay Clark and John Clark] 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite l 000 
P.O. Bo:x 16[7 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
__ U.S. Mail., Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
VTelecopy: 208.746.9160 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
~Telecopy Ci5'Lf- S~&O 
Clerk of the Court 
By~~tkv-
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER GRANTING MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC'S MOTION SHORTENING TIME 
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Case No. CV 13 03004 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CER i !FY that on this 2day of Oc7 , 2013, I served a true 
and correct copy of the fi going Response to Interrogatories to Steven F. Schossberger by 
depositing same in the U 'ted States Mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to Steven 
F. Schossberger, HA WL Y TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP, 877 Main Street, Suite 1000, 
Boise, Idaho 83(,J 0'1'77 
DATEDthis~y f __ ,201:,. 
M. KARL SHURTLIFF 
NOTICE OF SERVICE -
EXHIBIT_. _J __ 
May 24 01 08:36p M. Karl Shurtliff 2083 282 p.2 
CERTIFICA~VICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~y of_~ _ ____ __, 2013, that I served a true 
and correct copy of the regoing document by method indicated below and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Steven F. Schoss erger 
HAWLEY TRO LL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP 
877 Main Street, uite 1000 
[] U.~1 
[ 4-'"facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
Boise, Idaho 837 I 
~ 
M. KARL SHURTLIFF 
I 
NOTICE OF SERVICE -1 
May 24 08:36p M. Karl Shurtliff 
I 
M. KARL SHURTLffF 
Attorney at Law 
816 W Bannock, Suite 00 
P.O. 1652 
Boise. Idaho 83702 ± 
Telephone (208) 343-29 
Fax (208) 343-3282 
Attorney for the Plaint· s 
208 282 
IN THE DI TRI CT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE ST TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 












PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO FIRST SET 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION, AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSION TO PLAINTIFF 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATO Y NO.I: Identify all persons who bave any knowledge regarding your 
allegations in the Comp! · nt and your defenses to the Counterclaim, by identi(ying such persons, 
I 
contact infonnation, and iive a general description of their knowledge regarding this case. 
RESPONSE TO J.rTERROGATORYNO.l: 
James C. Hilliard,\5 Alvero Court, Redwood City, California knows of the circumstances 
surrounding the executio, of the November 5, 2010 Purchase and Sale Agreement and Re-11, 
Addendum No. 1 throughl4 and the intention of the parties therto; James W, Hilliard, 2100 Park 
I 
Central, Suite 100, Pom+o Beach, Florida knows of the circumstances surrounding the 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE T FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIO - l 
May 24 01 08:36p M. Karl Shurtliff 
I 
208. 82 
execution of the Novemlr 5, 2010 Purchase and sSale Agreement and Re, 11 Addendum 
I 
p.4 
through 4, and the inten~ion 
I 
parties thereto; Bob Bennett, E.66h Mountain Home, 
Idaho, know of the circtances surrounding the execution of the November 5, 2010 Purchase 
and Sale Agreement and Re~l l Addendums No.I through 4, and the intention of the parties 
thereto and Sheryl Re nt, 206 S. 3rd E, Mountain Home, Idaho know-s of the circumstances 
surrounding the executi of the November 5, 2010 Purchase and Sale Agreement and Re-11 
Addendums No. l throuf 4, and the intention of the parties thereto. In addition, persons on the 
Counterclaimants side wf ose contact is well known to Counterclaimant are: Lance F~ Frank 
Tiegs, and Tim Tippet. \ 
INTERROGAT 1RY N0.2: Please identify all \Vitnesses you intend to call at the trial of 




RESPONSE TO iTERROGA TORY N0,2: 
I 
Not k:novm yet. I 
NTERROGATORYN0.3: Please identify each person you may call as an expert 
witness at the trial of this batter; state the subject matter on which the expert is expected to 
1estify; state the substanc of the opinions to which the expert is expected to testify; state the 
underlying facts and data pon which the expert opinions are based; identify all documents upon 
which your expert may re y to express any opinions in this matter; and identify all individuals 
that your expert may rely pon to express any opinion in this matter. 
RESPONSE TO TERROGATORY N0.3: 
Not yet decided. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMlSSIO - 2 
May 24 01 08:36p M. Karl Shurtliff 20 3282 
p.5 
INTERROGAT identify all documents you may rely upon to establish 
allegations in the defenses your reply to the Counterclaim. 
The November 5 2010 Purchase and Sale Agreement and Re-11 Addend urns No. I 
through 4; the Novembe 18, 20IO letter from Pioneer Title Co. to Guaranty Title re:Lance Funk 
and James C. Hilliard en losing ifs title commitment which included exceptions 32 and 33, 
which provided:"32 Ter sand conditions of the Crop Share Lease 2010, between James and 
Barbara Hilliard (Lessor and Jay P. Clark, a single man (Lessee), recorded January 25, 2010 as 
Iostrument No. 270179, . wyhee Count records. 33. Right, title and interest of John W. Clark, a 
I 
married man under unred rded contract of sale by way of Memorandum of Ownership Interest in 
Real Property, recorded e 8, 2010 as Instrument No. 271242, Owyhee County records." and 
the December 17, Notice to Jay P. Clark to Quit pursuant to Idaho Code Section 6-303, served on 
Jay P. Clark by John W as counsel for James and Barbara Hilliard due to Jay Clark's 
continuing possession be 'ond the term for which the remainder of the land (not leased to others) 
was leased to Jay P. Clar . 
I 
INTERROGATORY N0.5: Identify each and every fact on which you base your 
allegations in paragraph V of the Complaint. 
RESPONSE TO 
'The closing doc ents for the sale and purchaser of Crystal Springs Fann, the Order 
referred to and all pleadin , including affidavits and attachments thereto, leading up to the 
granting of that order, the eletion be the title company of the above quoted exceptions to the 
title policy issued the buytr and correspondence from the title company pertaining to that 
de4Ietion, Court Orders g ting defendant possession and the Writ of Possession. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE T FIRST SET OF INTERR09ATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIO . - 3 i 
May 24 01 08:36p M. Karl Shurtliff 20 3282 
p.6 
I 
!NTERROGATbRY N0.6: Identify each and every fact on which you base 
allegations paragraph .XJI of the Complaint. 
RESPONSE TO RROGATORYN .6: 
e million dollars in escrow pending removal of the exception to 
buyer's title policy. Tho exceptions were removed by First American Title Company when it 
amended its policy No. J 116623 deleting paragraphs 25 and 26 of its schedule B. Those 
paragraphs were identic to paragraphs 22 and 32 and 33 of the title policy issued buyers by 
Pioneer Title Company d referred to in plaintiffs' response to Interrogatory No. 4 above. 
INTERROGAT Y N0.7: Identify each and every fact on which you base your denial 
of any of the allegations r the Counterclaim. 
RESPONSE TO JlNTERROGATORYN0.7: 
The Counterd · asserts without foundation that monies ,vere escrowed to pay defendant 
any monies it claimed as perceived result of it not having the property in 2011 and part of 2012. 
That was not the purpose of the escrowed monies. Monies were to clear title not for damages. 
The Defendant proceede to purchase the property knowing of the exceptions. The Defendant 
took the propeny k:nowinf of and subject to the "]ease" of Jay Clark. 1n addition the buyer did 
have possession of about rl ne fourth of the farm in 2011 by virtue of a Lance Funk fanning some 
750 acres of the farm. 
INTERROGATO~ Y N0.8: Identify all conversations between you and Defendan~ 
I 
including Lance Funk or rank Tiegs, during the year 2010, wherein you discussed the potential 
purchase and sale of Cry I Springs Fann, including the date(s), substance of the conversation, 
and persons involved. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADM1SSIO - 4 
May 24 01 08:36p M. Karl Shurtliff 
I 
208. 282 p.7 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY N0.8: 
Jim Hilliard, co ·ersations only witli Lance Funk. Funk thought he could get Jay Clark 
off the farm because of 1 personal relationship. Late December 2010 by telephone. No 
conversations with Mr. tiegs .. 
INTERROGATJRY N0.9: State in your words why you and Lance Funk and/or 
assignees entered into Rt-11 A ddendwn No. 4 on December 30, 2010. 
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY N0.9: 
ion asks me to opine as to the state of mind of Mr. Funk and Mr. 
Tiegs. I don't know why ance Funk and/or assigns did it. I did it ( escrow) in order to clear title 
by deleting the two exc tions contained in the title policies. 
RESPONSE TO TERROGATORY NO.IO: 
ed and beleve that it was drafted by Tim Tippet 
INTERROGATO Y NO.I I: Identify each and every fact on which you base your 
aUegations in the Comp11nt that Seller deposited $3,000,000.00 ,vith Guaranty Title, Inc. for the 
sole purpose of guarantee g the issuance of an endorsement to the Buyer's policy of title 
insurance deleting Excep ·on Kos. 32 and 33. 
RESPONSE TO ERROGATORYN0.11: 
See the RE 1 I No 4 dated December 30, 2010. Also all witnesses with knowledge of the 
sale agree with that allega ion. Hilliard, Bennet, Rayment) 
INTERROGATO*Y N0.12: Identify the Buyer of Crystal Springs Farm. 
TERROGATORY NO. !2: 
PLAINTlFF'S RESPONSE T FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORJES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, Ai'TD 
REQUESTS FOR ADMTSSlO - 5 
May 24 01 08:37p M. Karl Shurtliff 208 282 
p.8 
Lance Funk or a signs. See contract. 
INTERROGA T(!)RY NO. I 3: State e.ach and every fact explaini'1g why RE-11 
I 
Addendum No. 4 includ s the language, "Upon completion of such litigation and appeals, these 
funds shall be available the extent detemrined by a Court of competent jurisdiction of the 




See the addend i ; the entirety of the addendum demonstrates without cavil that it 
pertains only to "clouds" on the title not other damages. 
INTERROGAT RY N0.14: If for any reason you are unable to produce any of the 
documents requested be] w, then for each and every request for production with which you are 
i 
unable to comply, please !state in complete detail, with particularity, each and every fact and 
reason therefore. \ 
RESPONSE TO TERROGATORYN0.14: 
INTERROGATO Y NO.IS: If any of your responses to any of the Requests for 
Admissions set forth belof are anything other than an unconditional admission, identify each and 
! 
every material fact upon ich you base each of your denials or conditional admissions. 
See above. 
REQfESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCEMENTS 
I 
RE DEST FOR BRODUCTION >1"0.1: Please produce any and all doclLments identified 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE T FIRST SET OF TKTERR<XiA TORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMJSSIO - 6 
I 
May 2401 08:37p M. Karl Shurtliff 208 
282 p.9 
or relating to your res nses to any of the preceding Interrogatories and the following Request 
Admissions. 
RESPONSE TO RODUCTI N NO.l: 
I 
Contract/ Adden um 4, title company exceptions, title company removal of exceptions, 
copy of letters to title co pany requesting release of monies, court orders, order re summary 
judgment, writ of posses ion. 
REQUEST FOR RODUCTION N0.2: Please produce any and all documents that you 
I 
referred to or relied upoil in responding to any of the preceding Interrogatories and the following 
Requests for Admissions 
RESPONSE TO RODUCTION N0.2: 
See request for p 
retained by you for this li ·gation and expected to testify at trial, including all bills, 
correspondence, emails, s, notes, research documents, materials relied upon, and each report 
of the expert's findings, inions or conclusions thereon. 
RESPO~SETO 
Objection, attome privilege~ however, in appropriate response to a pretrial order these 
materials will be supplied To be sure these materials have not as yet been fully collected. 
I 
REQUEST FOR ~RODUCTION N0.4: Please produce any and all documents identified 
in or relating to your res nses to any of the preceding Interrogatories and the following Request 
for Admissions. 
RESPONSE TOP ODUCTION N0.4: 
I 
Objection; attornd/client privileges; and the request is overbroad and unintelligible_ 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE T~FIRST SET or INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PR0DUCTf0N, AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIO, I -7 
__ l 
May 24 01 08:38p M. Karl Shurtli 
82 p.10 
PRODUCTION N0.5: Please produce any and all evidence, referring 
or electronic) between any 
the above-captioned Jaw uit, and between you and any third person, including Guaranty Title, 
Inc. of Mountain Home, Idaho, having any bearing on the claims in the Complaint, defenses in 
RESPONSE TO RODUCTION N0.5: 
See responses ab ve. There are no oral communications. 
REQUEST FOR RODUCTION N0.6: Please produce any and aU documents related to 
the request for the rcmo+ of Exception Nos. 32 and 3 3, or any similar exceptions, from the 
Commitment for Title In urance. 
RESPONSE TO RODUCTION N0.6: 
Objection. The "r quest for removal" is meaningless/unintelligible to us. We know of no 
request for removal; how ver, we do know of court orders removing "cloud" on title and the title 
company removal of the xceptions. 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 
RE DEST FOR MISSION NO.I: Please admit that prior to the close of the purchase 
and sale of the property y u agreed to take legal action against Jay Clark to terminate the 2010 
-written crop share lease b tween you and Jay Clark (the "Lease"). 
RESPONSE TO MISSION NO. l: 
Deny. However, Juer caused a "notice to quit" to be served on Jay P. Clark. In addition, 
seller understood that it\ seller obligation to transfer clear title to buyer and Hilliard 
undertook a court proceed g to do so and succeeded in obtaining a court order which removed 
the "'duds" on the title an resulted in the title company removal of the exceptions to buyers title 
I 
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insurance policy. 
RE UEST FOR ADMISSION N02: Please admit that on February 16, 201 l, you filed 
a Verified Complaint ag inst Jay Clark to have the court order that the Lease is null and void 
from its inception and t be expunged from the records of Owyhee County, Idaho. 
RESPONSE TO 
Admit. 
RE UEST FOR ADMISSION N0.3: Please admit that you agreed to the language in 
RE-1 l Addendum N o.4 roviding that, "upon completion of such litigation and appeals, these 
funds shall be available t the extent determined by a court of competent jurisdiction of the 
amount of Purchaser's age, if any for loss or delay of possession of real estate purchased 
herein." 
RESPONSE TO 
Admit and deny cause this request does not fairly state the whole of the addendum. It 
is incomplete and mislea · g in that it does not include the language of the entire addendum. 
suffered damage in exc of $3,000,000.00 due to Jay Clark's continuing unlawful possession 
and trespass of the Prope~ from December 30, 2010 through May 2, 2012. 
RESPONSE TO 
ation or belief as to amount of alleged damages, if any, of Murphy 
Land Company LLC inc ed as a result of "clouds" on title to the property. 
RE UEST FOR MISSION N0.5: Please admit that on March 6, 2013, you were 
I 
being represented by the l~w furn McDevitt & Miller, LLP. 
RESPONSE TO 1MISSI0N N0.5: 
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Admit. 
ADJvITSSION N0.6: Please admit that on ivfarch 6, 2013, Murphy Land 
Company, LLC made d mand upon you, by and through the letter written to Mr. McDevitt and 
Ms. Miller, for the imm diate release of the $3,000,000.00 held in escrow, pursuant to the terms 
ofRE-11 Addendmn N .4 to the Purchase and Sale Agreement dated 11/5/2010 to cover Murphy 
Land's damages resulti from its delay of possession and losses of farm revenue from January 
i, 2011 through May 2, 
1 
012. 
RESPONSE TO lwMISSION N0.6: 
Objection; the re uest assumes facts that are not relevant to this case. Without waiving 
this objection seller did rteive such a demand letter. 
RE {JEST FOR DMISSION N0.7: Please admit that a true and correct copy of the 
March 6, 2013 letter, v..i attachments, is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
I 
RESPONSE TO 
Objection, irrelev t; however, the copy is a true and correct copy of the demand sent. 
RE UEST FOR MJSSION N0.8: Please admit that you have no personal knowledge 
I 
of any facts to dispute th, 2011 projected crop costs, crop revenue, and crop net amounts as 
provided in the attachme~t to the March 6, 2013 letter (Exhibit 1). 
RESPONSE TO @MISSION N0.8: 
I 
Objection, irrelev~t; without waiving this objection seller admits he has no personal 
! 
knowledge to dispute the p011 projected crop costs, crop revenue, and crop net amounts 
referenced; however, sell~r is informed and believes that the projected crop costs are grossly 
understated; the crop revete is grossly overstated and cro~ net amo~ts grossly overstated. 
REQUEST FOR MISSION N0.9: Please admit that you have no personal knowledge 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO FIRST SET OF £NTERROGATOR1ES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, AND 
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of any facts to dispute t e 2012 actual crop costs, crop revenue, and crop net amounts as 
provided in attachm nt to the March 6, letter (Exhibit 
RESPONSE TO ADMISSION K0.9: 
See response to above, same. 
REQUEST FORIADMISSION NO. I 0: Please admit that you have refused to instruct 
Guaranty Title Compan+ Inc. to release the $3,000,000.00 from escrow to Murphy Land 
Company, LLC. I 
RESPONSE TO .ADMISSION NO.IO: 
Admit. 
RE UEST FOR DMISSION NO.I I: Please admit that by filing your Complaint you 
have waived the ]anguag in RE-11 Addendum No.4 providing that, "Upon completion of such 
litigation and appeals, ... ', such that the Court should completely resolve the dispute bet\veen 
Murphy Land Company, LC and James and Barbara Hilliard regarding the $3,000,000.00 
escrow with Guaranty Ti e Company, Inc. 
RESPONSE TO 
Admit; the court resolve this case by restoring the escrowed funds to sellers; 1he 
sellers having fulfilled th ir obligations under the contract of sa1e to deliver clear title. 
RE DEST FOR MISSION N0.12: Please admit that Guaranty Title Company, Inc. 
did not issue and endorse ent deleting the title policy exceptions noted in Exception Nos. 32 and 
33 until March 28, 2012.J 
RESPONSE TO DMISSION N0.12: 
Admit. \ 
RE DEST FOR MISSION N0.13: Please admit that Jay Clark was physicaily 
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· on :May 2, 2012, pursuant to a of Possession enforced the 
O'wyhee 




ADMISSI0NNO.l4: Please admit that due to Jay Clark's continued 
trespass and unlav:fuJ ssion of the property that Murphy Laud Company, LLC Jost 16 
months and two days, Jaruary l, 2011 -May 2, 2012, of farming the property. 
RESPONSE TO kMISSION N0.14: 
Deny; it was not ue to Jay Clark's continued trespass and unlawful possession but rather 
because of the failure to urphy Land Company, LLC to effectively, efficiently and with proper 
process and preparation t have Jay P. Clark removed from the property through litigation it 
commenced. In addition, it cannot be overstated that Defendant knew when purchasing the 
property in December 20 0 that Jay Clark was on the property. Indeed, there was no reason, 
legal or otherwise, that er the purchase of the property that Defendant could not have taken 
control of the property. 'bile such a course of action may have led to confrontation between 
Defendant and Jay Clark he fact is that the decision not to enter the property in 201 l was 
Defendant's decision; not the decision of anyone else (Plaintiff). Finally it is noted that Lance 
I 
Funk one of the two princ pals of Murphy Land Company, LLC did in fact farm some 750 acres 
of the farm in the year 20 1. 
RE DEST FOR ADMISSION N0.15: Please admit you agreed that the $3,000,000.00 
deposited in escrow at the closing v.-as intended to be available as determined by a court to cover 
! 
the amount of Murphy Lt Company, LLC's damages for loss or delay possession of the 
property. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO\FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION, AND 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSlO~ - 12 
I 
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Case No. CV-13-03004 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Murphy Land Company, LLC ("Murphy Land"), by and 
through its undersigned attorneys of record, submits this memorandum in support of its motion 
for summary judgment. 
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issue case 1s an escrow account 
at Guaranty Title, Inc. Murphy Land is entitled to summary judgment in its favor because there 
is no genuine issue of material fact that it is entitled to those escrow funds as partial 
compensation for damages resulting from delayed access to its farming ground. The only issue 
of fact is the amount of damages Murphy Land suffered, but there is no genuine dispute that such 
damages exceed the amount in escrow. 
Murphy Land purchased Crystal Springs Farm from Plaintiffs James and Barbara Hilliard 
(collectively, the "Hilliards") in December 2010. As closing approached and the Hilliards' 
tenant, Jay Clark, refused to vacate the farm, Murphy Land and the Hilliards executed an 
addendum to their purchase and sale agreement to protect Murphy Land from damages caused by 
delays or loss of possession of Crystal Springs Farm. 
That document, RE-11 Addendum No. 4-1 ("Addendum"), required the Hilliards to 
deposit $3 million of the purchase price into an escrow account with Guaranty Title (the "Escrow 
Funds"). The Addendum clearly and unambiguously provides that the Escrow Funds are to be 
available to compensate Murphy Land for damages for delay of possession of Crystal Springs 
Farm: The Addendum states that, upon completion of certain "litigation and appeals", the 
Escrow Funds "shall be available to the extent determined by a court of competent jurisdiction of 
the amount of purchaser's damage, if any for loss or delay of possession of' Crystal Springs 
Farm. 
There is no dispute that Jay Clark continued to possess Crystal Springs Farm, despite 
Murphy Land's diligent efforts to remove him, until May 2, 2012. There is no dispute that, 
because of Jay Clark, Murphy Land was unable to take possession of Crystal Springs Farm prior 
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May 201 is no dispute Murphy damages as a 
Clark's continued possession. There is no dispute that this Court is a court of competent 
jurisdiction. 
As a result, the only issues to be resolved are: (1) whether the "litigation and appeals" 
have completed; and (2) the amount of damages suffered by Murphy Land from the delay of 
possession of Crystal Springs Farm. Although litigation is ongoing among Murphy Land, the 
Hilliards, and Jay Clark regarding the Exceptions, the Hilliards have waived the "upon 
completion of such litigation and appeals" contingency by filing this lawsuit, and Murphy Land 
agrees that this Court can now make a determination about the disposition of the Escrow Funds. 
The only remaining issue, is the amount of damage suffered by Murphy Land from "loss 
or delay of possession" of Crystal Springs Farm. Although the amount of damage is a factual 
matter, there is no genuine dispute that those damages exceed three million dollars, the amount 
of the Escrow Funds. Murphy Land has calculated the amount of profit it lost by being unable to 
fully farm Crystal Springs Farm for sixteen months at approximately $3,689.093.70. That 
calculation is based upon Murphy Land's farming plan for Crystal Springs Farm, which was 
created by Frank Tiegs, a principal in Murphy Land and a highly experienced farmer and 
businessman who operates many farms similar in location to Crystal Springs Farm and who has 
grown hundreds of thousands of acres of similar crops in Idaho, and upon Mr. Tiegs' s estimates 
of costs and revenues based on his plan. Murphy Land has also calculated its lost profits by 
using actual costs and actual revenue from farming at comparable farms and at Crystal Springs 
Farm itself, after Murphy Land regained possession; the actual numbers show an even greater 
loss, over four million dollars. Either way, the loss far exceeds the amount in escrow. 
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no 
those calculations, so there is no genuine issue of material fact as to whether Murphy Land's 
losses exceed the amount of the Escrow Funds. 
As a result, summary judgment should enter for Murphy Land on all claims and 
counterclaims, and this Court should enter a judgment declaring that the three million dollars in 
escrow be released to Murphy Land. 
II. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
Murphy Land has two members, Frank Tiegs and Lance Funk, who each own 50% of the 
company. Affidavit of Frank Tiegs filed concurrently herewith ("Tiegs Aff."), <J[ 2. 
In 2010, Frank Tiegs, on behalf of Murphy Land, began negotiating with Plaintiff James 
Hilliard regarding the potential purchase of Crystal Springs Farm. Tiegs Aff., <J[ 5. During those 
negotiations, Mr. Tiegs became aware that Jay Clark was a tenant on Crystal Springs Farm. Mr. 
Tiegs informed Mr. Hilliard that Murphy Land intended to farm Crystal Springs Farm itself and 
that it did not want Jay Clark to remain on that farm. Mr. Hilliard informed Mr. Tiegs that Jay 
Clark was a family friend, and that he would ensure that Jay Clark had vacated Crystal Springs 
Farm by the time title passed to Murphy Land. Id. at <J[ 5. 
On November 5, 2010, Murphy Land and the Hilliards executed a purchase and sale 
agreement for the purchase of Crystal Springs Farm for $9,500,000 ("Agreement"). Id. at 'I[ 6, 
Exh. B. Among the express terms of the Agreement was that "Sellers existing lease with Jay 
Clark to be terminated." The Agreement provided that the sale of Crystal Springs Farm would 
close on or before December 28, 2010. Id. 
MEMORANDUM IN -PAGE 
the dosing date approached, it oec:arr1e apparent contrary to James Hilliard's 
did not intend to vacate Farm prior to closing. As a 
result, after extending the closing date, Murphy Land and the Hilliards agreed that $3,000,000 of 
the purchase price for Crystal Springs Farm would be held in escrow to compensate Murphy 
Land for any damages caused by delays in possessing the farm. On December 29, 2010, Murphy 
Land and the Hilliards executed the Addendum to memorialize that agreement, and the Hilliards 
deposited three million dollars into an escrow account at Guaranty Title, Inc. Tiegs Aff., <Jr 7, 
Exh. C. 
After executing the Addendum, the sale of Crystal Springs Farm closed, and the Hilliards 
transferred fee simple title to the farm to Murphy Land by warranty deed on December 30, 2010. 
Tiegs Aff., 18, Exh. D. At that time, Jay Clark remained on Crystal Springs Farm. Shortly 
afterward, representatives of Murphy Land met with Jay Clark, informed him again that they did 
not want him to remain as a tenant on Crystal Springs Farm, and demanded that he vacate the 
farm. Jay Clark refused to vacate, he claimed that he had a right to continue to possess Crystal 
Springs Farm for another nine years based upon a purported written lease with the Hilliards, and 
he stated that he would vacate Crystal Springs Farm only if he was paid two million dollars and 
his father, John Clark, was paid $950,000. Id. at 19. 
On February 17, 2011, Murphy Land filed a lawsuit against Jay Clark in the District 
Court for the Third Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Owyhee, Case 
No. CV-11-01900-M (the "State Court Action"). See Affidavit of Matthew Gordon filed 
concurrently herewith ("Gordon Aff."), 13, Exh. A. Murphy Land moved for a temporary 
restraining order and preliminary injunction to remove Jay Clark from Crystal Springs Farm, but 
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court denied motion on grounds that Murphy Land's damages from Jay Clark's 
not at 1 Exh. 
moved for partial reconsideration in an attempt to gain access to part of Crystal Springs Farm, 
but the court denied that motion as well. Id. at <J[ 5, Exh. C. 
Meanwhile, the Hilliards also filed a lawsuit against Jay Clark in this Court, Case No. 
CV-11-1899. Murphy Land and the Hilliards each moved for summary judgment in their 
respective cases. 
On March 26, 2012, this Court (Honorable Judge Gregory Culet) granted the respective 
motions for summary judgment and ruled that Murphy Land was entitled to immediate 
restitution of possession of Crystal Springs Farm. The next day, however, before Murphy Land 
could secure a writ of possession, Jay Clark filed a petition for Chapter 12 bankruptcy. Murphy 
Land moved straightaway for relief from the automatic stay to resume the State Court Action, 
and when that motion was granted, Murphy Land resumed the State Court Action, took the 
necessary steps to obtain a writ of possession, and coordinated with the Owyhee County Sheriff 
to serve such writ on Jay Clark. Finally, on May 2, 2012, Jay Clark vacated Crystal Springs 
Farm. Murphy Land retook possession and began farming right away. Gordon Aff. at <J[<J[ 6-13, 
Exhs. D-1; Tiegs Aff. at <J[<J[ 13 &15. 
Meanwhile, the Hilliards caused the Exceptions to be removed on March 28, 2012. 
Murphy Land purchased Crystal Springs Farm with the intention of growing potatoes and 
other crops thereupon and was ready, willing, and able to take possession on December 30, 2010 
and begin preparing the ground for planting. Tiegs Aff. at <J[<J[ 10 & 16. 
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Farming Company, ("Owyhee Farming"), an entity co-owned by the same 
owners Murphy Frank entered a lease with s Crystal 
Springs Ranch, LLC, to farm certain acreage on the Farm in 2011 and 2012. Owyhee Farming 
grew 458.3 acres of Shepody potatoes on the Farm in 2011 and 369.3 acres of Shepody potatoes 
and 189 .5 acres of Ranger potatoes in 2012. Owyhee Farming entered into that lease because 
Murphy Land was engaged in a legal dispute with Jay Clark in which Murphy Land took the 
position that Jay Clark did not have a valid leasehold interest in the Farm. Owyhee Farming paid 
Clark's Crystal Springs Ranch, LLC $300,000 in lease payments for 2011 and 2012. Tiegs Aff. 
at <JI 18. 
In 2011, Murphy Land suffered damages, in the form of lost profits, in the amount of 
approximately $3,601,791.70 as a result of its inability to gain possession of and farm Crystal 
Springs Farm that year. That figure does not include profits lost by Murphy Land on the acreage 
farmed by Owyhee Farming in 2011, but it does include the $200,000 payments made by 
Owyhee Farming to farm that ground. Tiegs Aff., <JI 19(e). 
In 2012, Murphy Land suffered damages, in the form oflost profits, in the amount of 
approximately $631,934.64 as a result of its inability to gain possession of Crystal Springs Farm 
before May 2, 2012. Tiegs Aff., 120(h). That figure does not include profits lost by Murphy 
Land on the acreage farmed by Owyhee Farming in 2012; including the $100,000 payment made 
by Owyhee Farming to farm that ground that year brings the 2012 loss to $731,934.694. 
In total, Murphy Land suffered damages, in the form of lost profits, in the amount of 
approximately $4,333,726.30 as a result of the delay in possession of the farm from December 
30, 2010 through May 2, 2012. That figure does not include profits lost by Murphy Land on the 
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A. Legal Standard 
Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that summary judgment "shall 
be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file, together with the 
affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Idaho Bldg. Contractors Ass'n v. City of 
Coeur d'Alene, 126 Idaho 740, 890 P.2d 326 (1995); Avila v. Wahlquist, 126 Idaho 745,890 
P.2d 331 (1995). In making such determination, the court should liberally construe the facts in 
the light most favorable to the party opposing the motion. Id. The non-moving party should also 
be given the benefit of all favorable inferences that might be reasonably drawn from the entire 
record. Id. If reasonable persons cannot draw conflicting inferences or reach different 
conclusions from the evidence, however, a motion for summary judgment must be granted. Doe 
v. Durtschi, 110 Idaho 466,470, 716 P.2d 1238, 1242 (1986). 
"If a party resists summary judgment, it is his responsibility to place in the record before 
the trial court the existence of controverted material facts which require resolution by trial. A 
party may not rely on his pleadings nor merely assert that there are some facts which might or 
will support his legal theory, but rather he must establish the existence of those facts by 
deposition, affidavit, or otherwise." Sparks v. St. Luke's Regional Medical Ctr., 115 Idaho 505, 
509 ( 1988). As a result, the non-moving party may not merely rest upon pleadings or 
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must affirmatively "submit evidence to establish an essential 
& ex of Rupert, I 202 (1996). 
In this regard, '" a mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts' is not 
sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of summary judgment." Marchand v. JEM 
Sportwear, Inc., 143 Idaho 458, 458-59, 147 P.3d 90, 90-91 (2006) (quoting Samuel v. 
Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, 134 Idaho 84, 87, 996 P.2d 303,306 (2000)). For this reason, 
"summary judgment should be granted if the evidence in opposition to the motion is merely 
colorable or is not significantly probative." G&M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514, 
517,808 P.2d 851,854 (1991). In order to survive summary judgment, "the plaintiffs case must 
be anchored in something more than speculation." Id. 
B. Murphy Land is Entitled to Summary Judgment Because There is no Genuine Issue 
as to any Material Fact. 
Nearly all the facts in this case are undisputed. In particular, there is no dispute that the 
Hilliards and Murphy Land executed the Addendum in connection with Murphy Land's purchase 
of Crystal Springs Farm, that the Hilliards deposited the Escrow Funds with Guaranty Title, that 
Jay Clark refused to vacate Crystal Springs Farm and remained there until removed by the 
Owyhee County Sheriff on May 2, 2012, and that Murphy was prevented from possessing and 
farming Crystal Springs Farm until that time. The only issues for resolution by this Court are the 
meaning of the Addendum and the amount of damages suffered by Murphy Land. The 
Addendum clearly and unambiguously provides that the Escrow Funds are to be used to 
compensate Murphy Land for damages resulting from delay of possession of Crystal Springs 
Farm. And there is no genuine issue whether Murphy Land's damages exceed the amount of the 
Escrow Funds. As a result, summary judgment should enter for Murphy Land. 
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1. The Addendum Unambiguously Provides that the Escrow Funds are to be 
Made Available to Compensate Murphy Land for Damages for Delay of 
Possession of Crystal Springs Farm. 
The Addendum plain! y provides that the Escrow Funds are to be used to compensate 
Murphy Land for its damages "for loss or delay of possession" of Crystal Springs Farm. 
"When interpreting a written contract, this Court begins with the language of the contract 
itself. If a contract's language is unambiguous, then it's meaning and legal effect must be 
determined from its words. An ambiguous contract is one that is reasonably subject to conflicting 
interpretations. Determining whether a contract is ambiguous is a question of law[.]" Boise 
Mode, LLC v. Donahoe Pace & Partners LTD, -- Idaho---, 294 P.3d 1111, 1120 (2013) 
(quotation marks and citations omitted). 
"When the language of a contract is clear and unambiguous, its interpretation and legal 
effect are questions oflaw." Lamprecht v. Jordan, LLC, 139 Idaho 182, 185, 75 P.3d 743 
(2003). "In determining the intent of the parties, this Court must view the contract as a whole." 
Id. "The determination of whether a contract is ambiguous on its face must be decided by giving 
the words or phrases used their ordinary meanings.... A contract is not rendered ambiguous on 
its face because one of the parties thought that the words used had some meaning that differed 
from the ordinary meaning of those words." Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., 145 Idaho 59, 63, 175 
P.3d 748 (2007). 
The Addendum unambiguously provides, on its face, that the Escrow Funds are to be 
used to compensate Murphy Land for losses caused by delays in gaining possession of Crystal 
Springs Farm. The critical language in the Addendum is the sentence, "Upon completion of such 
litigation and appeals, these funds shall be available to the extent determined by a court of 
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competent jurisdiction of the amount of purchaser's damage, if any, for loss or delay of 
C (emphasis added.) 
emphasized language means precisely what it says: the Escrow Funds are to be available to 
Murphy Land to compensate it for damages cause by delayed possession of Crystal Springs Farm 
and, the amount of damages which is to be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction. See 
Swanson, 145 Idaho at 63 (words must be given their "ordinary meaning"). 
The contingency at the beginning of the sentence ("Upon completion of such litigation 
and appeals ... ") was waived by the Hilliards when they filed the instant lawsuit, and both sides 
now agree that this Court is "a court of competent jurisdiction" that can determine the "amount 
of the purchaser's damage." Gordon Aff., <J[ 14, Exh. J (Plaintiffs' discovery responses) at p.13, 
Response to Request for Admission No. 11. 
The Hilliards appear to be taking the position that, despite the clear language of the 
Agreement providing that "these funds shall be available to the extent determined by a court of 
competent jurisdiction of the amount of purchaser's damage, if any, for loss or delay of 
possession of real estate purchased herein," the Escrow Funds are not to be used to compensate 
Murphy Land for damages suffered by delayed possession of Crystal Springs Farm. That 
interpretation of the Addendum is plainly unreasonable because it would read that clause out of 
the Addendum. Lamprecht, 139 Idaho at 185 (the court "must view the contract as a whole" to 
determine the intent of the parties). And an unreasonable interpretation is not sufficient to render 
a contract ambiguous. Simply put, the Addendum is not reasonably subject to conflicting 
interpretations. 
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Addendum do not change the 
million dollars 
The Addendum begins 
See Tiegs Aff., 
Exh. C. After providing for additional funds related to rent (not at issue here), the Addendum 
states that the Escrow Funds are to be held in trust "pending issuance of an endorsement to the 
Buyer's policy of title insurance, deleting Exception Nos. 32 and 33 ... " Those Exceptions were 
deleted on March 28, 2012. The Addendum then discusses two possibilities for disbursing "such 
portions of such deposited funds": (1) with the written direction of both Murphy Land and the 
Hilliards; or (2) by interpleader by Guaranty Title. Neither has occurred in this case, and, in any 
event, neither contradicts what the subsequent sentence makes about the purpose of the Escrow 
Funds. Notably, Murphy Land suffered in excess of three million dollars damage from delayed 
possession of Crystal Springs Farm in 2011 alone (see infra next section); as a result, even if the 
date on which the Exceptions were deleted was the relevant date - as opposed to the date on 
which Murphy Land finally obtained possession of Crystal Springs Farm - the result would be 
the same: Murphy Land would be entitled to all of the Escrow Funds. 
Because the Addendum is clear that the Escrow Funds are to be made available to 
Murphy Land for damages caused by delayed possession of Crystal Springs Farm, this Court 
should rule, as a matter of law, that the Addendum means what it says. The only remaining issue 
is the amount of damages suffered by Murphy Land. 
2. There is no Genuine Dispute that Murphy Land Suffered More than Three 
Million Dollars Damage from the Delay of Possession of Crystal Springs 
Farm. 
The Addendum leaves it to a court of competent jurisdiction to decide the amount of 
damages suffered by Murphy Land "if any, for loss or delay of possession" of Crystal Springs 
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is no dispute Murphy Land was unable to gain possession of Crystal Springs 
as a it is that was a possess10n. a 
result, the only issue for this Court to resolve is the amount of damages to Murphy Land, if any, 
from such delay. 
While the amount of damages is a question of fact, there is no genuine issue as to the 
amount of the damages. And of particular importance, there is no genuine dispute that Murphy 
Land's damages totaled much more than three million dollars. As a result, summary judgment 
should enter in Murphy Land's favor, together with a declaration that all three million dollars of 
the Escrow Funds should be released to Murphy Land. 
a) Murphy Land Suffered In Excess of Three Million Dollars Damage 
from the Delay in Possessing Crystal Springs Farm. 
Murphy Land's damages from the long delay in gaining possession of Crystal Springs 
Farm were calculated by Frank Tiegs, a co-owner and co-manager of Murphy Land and an 
experienced businessman and farmer who has, through various entities that he manages or 
controls, farmed thousands of acres of ground similar to Crystal Springs Farm and has grown 
thousands of acres of crops similar to those Murphy Land intended to grow on Crystal Springs 
Farm. See Tiegs Aff., Exh. A. Mr. Tiegs initially estimated the costs and revenue for the crops 
that would have been grown on Crystal Springs Farm had Murphy Land gained possession on or 
around the date of closing, December 30, 2010. He has also calculated costs and revenue based 
upon actual cost and revenue figures from comparable crops grown at comparable farms 
operated by Mr. Tiegs's other entities. Mr. Tiegs's lost profit calculations are based upon actual 
numbers for yield, price, and cost per acre derived from actual farming of the same crops by Mr. 
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at farms in southern Idaho. Either set of numbers demonstrates a 
excess dollars. 
As explained by Mr. Tiegs, Murphy Land had a specific plan for farming Crystal Springs 
Farm in 2011. Had Murphy Land been able to enter Crystal Springs Farm at the beginning of 
2011 and farm the entire acreage according to its plan, it would have farmed 451.3 acres of 
Norkotah potatoes, 1061. 7 acres of DNS wheat, 736.6 acres of com, and 450.1 acres of alfalfa. 
See Tiegs Aff., 119, Exh. E-1. Because Jay Clark refused to vacate Crystal Springs Farm and 
remained thereupon for the entirety of 2011, however, Murphy Land was not able to farm 
according to its plan. Owyhee Farming Company, another entity co-owned by Mr. Tiegs, was 
able to lease acreage on the farm from Jay Clark to grow Shepody potatoes. But neither Murphy 
Land nor Owyhee Farming was able to grow the Norkotah potatoes, DNS wheat, corn, or alfalfa. 
The estimated profit from those four crops in 2011 based upon Mr. Tiegs's projected costs and 
revenues, totaled $3,004,807.81. Id. at<J[l9. 
Data from the same crops grown at farms near Crystal Springs Farm demonstrates that, if 
anything, Mr. Tiegs's estimates were conservative. Because Mr. Tiegs operate a large-scale 
farming operation, and his farming practices are consistent among his various entities and at the 
various farms he operates, the costs and revenues for particular crops are similar among the 
various farms. Tiegs Aff. at <J[l 9. Indeed, using actual cost and revenue data from the same 
crops grown by Mr. Tiegs's other entities at other farms in southern Idaho shows that Murphy 
Land would have earned even more profit than Mr. Tiegs projected, $3,600,336.60. Id. at 
<Jfl9(e). Notably, Mr. Tiegs's estimates for revenue per acre are quite similar to actual numbers 
at similarly situated farms. For example, Mr. Tiegs estimated that Crystal Springs Farm would 
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20 tons 
ton for 
acre Norkotah potatoes and that Murphy Land would have received 
11, Owyhee a yield of 20.828 tons per 
acres of Norkotah potatoes at the B. Wolfe Farm, which is just across CJ Strike Reservoir from 
Crystal Springs Farm, and it sold those potatoes for $308.05 per ton. Id. at <J{l 9(a). Similarly, 
Mr. Tiegs's estimated corn price of $250 per ton is slightly more than the $241.38 per ton 
average received by Owyhee Farming in 2011, but his projected yield of 6.3 tons per acre is 
slightly less than the actual yields obtained at Murphy Flats (6.4953 tons per acre), a farm 
located approximately 45 minutes from Crystal Springs Farm. Id. at <J{l9(c). 
Because Owyhee Farming is owned by the same individuals as Murphy Land (Frank 
Tiegs and Lance Funk), Mr. Tiegs's lost profit calculations do not include the profit that Murphy 
Land lost by not farming the Shepody potatoes. Tiegs Aff., <J{l8. Owyhee Farming paid Jay 
Clark $200,000 to lease the ground for growing Shepody potatoes in 2011, however. Also, Jay 
Clark paid Murphy Land $198,544.92 as purported rent for 2011. Including the amount of the 
payments from Owyhee Farming and deducting the amount of the payments from Jay Clark, the 
amount of damages to Murphy Land in 2011 caused by it being unable to possess and farm 
Crystal Springs Farm that year totals $3,006,262.90 if based upon Mr. Tiegs's projections and 
$3,601,791.70 if based upon actual numbers from comparable farms operated by Mr. Tiegs' s 
entities. Either way, the damages to Murphy Land for 2011 alone are in excess of the amount of 
the Escrow Funds. 
Murphy Land also suffered damages in 2012 by being prevented from obtaining 
possession of Crystal Springs Farm until May 2 of that year. As with 2011, Murphy Land had a 
specific plan for farming Crystal Springs Farm in 2012. Had Murphy Land been able to enter 
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at the beginning of 2012 and farm the entire acreage according to its plan, 
a $3,838,219.98. at 
Because Jay Clark refused to vacate Crystal Springs Farm and remained thereupon until 
May 2, 2012, however, Murphy Land was not able to farm according to its plan. Instead, 
Murphy Land was forced to adjust its plan and, in some cases, plant different crops than it would 
have otherwise. Although Murphy Land was able to harvest and sell crops that were growing on 
Crystal Springs Farm after regaining possession, Murphy Land still earned approximately 
$631,934.64 less than it would have had its possession of Crystal Springs Farm not been delayed 
by Jay Clark's refusal to vacate. See Tiegs Aff. at 120(h). 
In total, taking into consideration damages from both 2011 and 2012, excluding from the 
calculation of damages lost profits from acreage farmed by Owyhee Farming in those years, and 
including the payments from Jay Clark to Murphy Land for 2011 of $198,544.92 and the 
payments from Owyhee Farming to Jay Clark in 2011 and 2012 totaling $300,000, Murphy 
Land's damages from delayed possession of Crystal Springs Farm total approximately 
$3,790,548.80 if using Mr. Tiegs's projections and approximately $4,333,726.30 if using actual 
numbers from comparable farms and Crystal Springs Farm. Tiegs Aff. at 1121-22. 
Notably, the Hilliards have already admitted that they have personal knowledge to 
dispute Mr. Tiegs's projected numbers. Gordon Aff., <JI14, Exh. J at pp. 12-13, Responses to 
Requests for Admission Nos. 8 & 9. Instead, the Hilliards merely speculate that the projections 
are under- and overstated. Id. Such speculation is insufficient to withstand a summary judgment 
motion, particularly where, as here, there is substantive support for the damages calculations. 
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G&M I Idaho at 5 808 at 854 ("the case must anchored 
more 
b) Any Argument that Murphy Land was not Diligent in its Efforts to 
Obtain Possession of Crystal Springs Farm Would be Meritless. 
The Hilliards' discovery responses indicate that they intend to argue that Murphy Land is 
to blame for not regaining possession of Crystal Springs Farm sooner. Any argument to that 
effect would be meritless, because it is undisputed that Murphy Land: (1) made demand to Jay 
Clark to vacate Crystal Springs Farm shortly after it took title, see Tiegs Aff. at <]fl 1; (2) filed a 
lawsuit to have him removed from Crystal Springs Farm shortly thereafter, see id. at Exh. 13; 
Gordon Aff. at <]f3, Exh. A; (3) sought a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction in 
February 2011 to immediately have Jay Clark removed from Crystal Springs Farm, see id. at 1{4, 
Exh. B; (4) diligently prosecuted its lawsuit when the temporary restraining order and 
preliminary injunction were denied and timely moved for summary judgment upon completion 
of discovery, see id. at <][1{5-7, Exhs. D & E; (6) sought immediate relief from the automatic stay 
when Jay Clark filed bankruptcy, see id. at <]f<]f8-9, Exhs. F & G; (7) after obtaining such relief, 
immediate I y moved for Rule 54(b) certification of the favorable summary judgment ruling so 
that a writ of possession could issue, see id. at <]f'J[l0-11, Exh. G and H; (7) moved for relief from 
the automatic stay imposed when Jay Clark appealed the summary judgment ruling against him, 
see id. at '1[12, Exh. I; and (8) coordinated with the Owyhee County Sheriff to have Jay Clark 
removed from Crystal Springs Farm as soon as possible, see id. at <]f13, Exh. J. Moreover, 
Murphy Land attempted to move its farming equipment onto Crystal Springs Farm in 2011, but it 
was advised not to do so by the Owyhee County Sheriff. Tiegs Aff., 'J[l4. In light of these 
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any Murphy was less than diligent removing Jay Clark or 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, there is no genuine issue of material fact regarding Murphy 
Land's entitlement to all three million dollars of the Escrow Funds. As a result, summary 
judgment should enter for Murphy Land on all claims and counterclaims, and this Court should 
declare and order that the Escrow Funds be released to Murphy Land. 
DATEDTHIS J&t dayofNovember,2013. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
~~ By~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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Case No. CV 13 03004 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendants, James and Barbara Hilliard, by and through 
their undersigned attorneys of record, submit this Memorandum in Opposition to the motion of 
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Defendant/Counterclaimant Murphy Land Company, LLC. (Murphy). Each issue to be decided 
except court may decide issues, a disputed 
the uu,..,,..., .. ..,,_., to Because 
are disputed, trial of this case is required. 
RE-11 Addendum 4 No is an entirely new agreement which required the Hilliards to 
hold back $3,000,000 of the $9,500,000 purchase price of their farm, but no new consideration 
was given for that new agreement. Lacking new consideration, that addendum is unenforceable. 
The language of Addendum 4 is ambiguous. Murphy contends that it is an indemnity 
agreement requiring the Hilliards to insure it against all alleged lost profits it claims for the 
period it was not in full possession of Crystal Springs Farm. The Hilliards contend that, at the 
time Addendum 4 was executed, they did not intend to indemnify Murphy and thereby insure it 
against all of its claimed lost profits for the period of time it took to clear title. Addendum 4 fails 
to include any of the usual indemnity language which might have alerted the Hilliards to what 
Murphy is now contending. In addition, Addendum 4 makes no mention of the Hilliards being 
required to indemnify or insure Murphy's claimed lost profits. There was no meeting of the 
minds of the parties as of the time Addendum 4 was executed. Thus, there was mutual mistake 
of fact rendering Addendum 4 invalid. 
It was not foreseeable at the time Addendum 4 was executed that Murphy would, in bad 
faith, violate the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by refusing to attempt to 
mitigate its alleged damages by failing to rent, or attempt to rent, land from Jay Clark on 
which to grow the crops it now complains of not being able to grow. Such alleged damages 
were not within the contemplation of the parties at the time Addendum 4 was signed. 
Finally, the Hilliards dispute Murphy's damage claim on the grounds that it's claimed lost 
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are based on speculation, 
reasonable steps to mitigate 
costs are understated, 
alleged damages. 
IL 
SUMMARY OFF ACTS 
profits are overstated and it failed 
James and Barbara Hilliard are husband and wife. For many years they owned a farm in 
Owyhee County, Idaho called Crystal Springs Farm. That farm was comprised of almost 4,000 
acres. Approximately 3,000 acres are farmable. The remaining acreage is not capable of being 
farmed. For many years after they purchased the farm they leased, in writing, the best farm land 
thereon to various farmers who grew row crops, such as potatoes and sugar beets, on their leased 
portions of that land. Also for many years the Hilliards orally leased the remaining portions of 
the farmable land to John W. Clark who raised hay and grain crops thereon. During the 2009 
and 2010 growing seasons the Hilliards leased the row crop portions of that farm to Lance Funk, 
d.b.a. Lance Funk Farms, LLC. Also, during the 2009 growing season, the Hilliards leased the 
remaining, non-row crop, portions of the farm to Jay P. Clark, son of John W. Clark who, 
because of health reasons, was no longer able to farm. 
In January 2010 Jay P. Clark, who also represented the Hilliards as their lawyer in 
several other matters, fraudulently obtained a written lease from the Hilliards titled "Crop Share 
Lease 2010" for Crystal Springs Farm which purported to give him a one-year lease, but 
renewable at his sole option for a period of (10) years. On January 25, 2010 Jay P. Clark, 
without the Hilliards' knowledge or consent, recorded that lease in Owyhee County, Idaho 
thereby creating a cloud on the Hilliards' title to Crystal Springs Farm. 
On June 4, 2010, without the Hilliards' knowledge or consent, John W. Clark recorded a 
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"Memorandum of Ownership Interest Real Property" in Owyhee County wherein he claimed, 
a 0%) ownership 
on to Springs Farm. 
During the fall of 2010 the Hilliards retained Robert F. Bennett to act as their realtor to sell 
Crystal Springs Farm. A short time later, they learned of the clouds on their title to that farm. 
Thereafter, prospective purchasers were informed of those clouds. 
When Mr. Bennett learned that Lance Funk, d.b.a. Lance Funk Farms, had leased the row 
crop portions of Crystal Springs Farm from the Hilliards during the two prior growing seasons, 
Mr. Bennett asked Mr. Funk whether he would be interested in purchasing that property. 
In spite of being informed of the clouds on the Hilliards' title, Mr. Funk expressed 
interest in purchasing the farm. However, he wanted to take advantage of an Internal Revenue 
Code Section 1031 tax deferred exchange which required him to close the purchase/sale before 
the end of the calendar year, 2010. 
On November 5, 2010 James and Barbara Hilliard as Sellers and Lance Funk or Assignees 
as Buyer entered into a preprinted form agreement titled "RE-23 COMMERCIAL 
INVESTMENT REAL ESTA TE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT" which provided for 
a $9,500,000 purchase price. The closing date for that transaction was to be December 28, 2010. 
On Page 2 of 6 of that agreement appears the following: 
"5. SECTION 1031 TAX DEFERRED EXCHANGE: By checking either or both of the boxes 
that follow, it is hereby acknowledged by the parties that the _ Buyer, _ x _ Seller intends to use 
the purchase and sale of the PROPERTY as an integral part of a tax deferred like-kind exchange 
as aHowed under Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code (the "Exchange")." Through 
clerical error, the wrong box on the preprinted form was checked. It was Buyer, not Sellers, who 
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end, 
true correct copy as 
Exhibit 1. 
On November 18, 2010 Pioneer Title Co. wrote a letter to Guaranty Title enclosing it's 
commitment for the "Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement" of November 5, 2010. That 
commitment included Exceptions 32 and 33 which were for the clouds on the Hilliards' title to 
Crystal Springs Farm created by Jay P. Clark and John W. Clark respectively. 
On or before mid-December 2010 the Hilliards learned that Jay P. Clark demanded 
$2,000,000 to forego his purported lease and that John W. Clark demanded ten percent (10%) of 
the purchase price or $950,000 for his claimed interest in real property. The Hilliards disputed 
the claims of Jay P. Clark and John W. Clark in their entirety. 
In mid-December, 2010 the Hilliards caused Jay P. Clark to be served with a Notice to 
Quit, but he ignored that notice and continued in possession of the Farm. However, he did sub-
lease a portion thereof to an entity controlled by the principals of Murphy Land Company, LLC. 
On December 28, 2010 the Hilliards and Lance Funk extended the closing date for the sale 
one day to December 29, 2010, but the transaction did not close on that day. 
On December 30, 2010 the Hilliards were unavailable to close the transaction and so they 
gave their son, James W. Hilliard, a power of attorney to sign a document titled "RE-11 
ADDENDUM NO. 4" which required the Hilliards to deposit $3,000,000 of the purchase price 
With Guaranty Title, Inc. as Trustee. Those funds were to be held in trust pending an 
endorsement to Buyer's policy of title insurance deleting Exceptions Nos. 32 and 33 shown on 
the commitment for title insurance. Those funds were to be "available to the extend determined 
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by a court of competent jurisdiction of the purchaser's damage, if any, for loss or delay of 
possession real estate purchased herein." 
sued Jay Clark and W. to to 
Crystal Springs Farm. On March 32, 2012 Judge Culet entered an Order declaring Jay P. Clark's 
"Crop Share Lease 2010" to be null and void and he expunged John W. Clark's "Memorandum 
of Ownership Interest in Real Property" from the records of Owyhee County. 
On March 29, 2012 First American Title Company deleted from the title insurance policy 
it had issued to Murphy Land Company, LLC the exceptions pertaining to the clouds Jay P. 
Clark and John W. Clark had placed on the Hilliards' title to Crystal Springs Farm. 





Standard for Summary Judgment 
Where there is a genuine issue of material fact, a motion for Summary Judgment must be 
denied. Rule 56( c) Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Upon such motion, all controverted facts 
must be liberally construed in favor of the non-moving party. All reasonable inferences which 
can be made from the record shall be made in favor of the party resisting the motion. The burden 
at all times is upon the moving party to prove the absence of a genuine issue of material fact. 
G. M Farms v. Funk Irr. Co. 119 Idaho 514,517,808 P.2d 851 (1991). 
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Murphy Interprets Addendum 4 as an Indemnity Agreement But it Lacks the Required 
Clear, Unequivocal and Certain Language 
Murphy contends that Addendum 4 created an express contractual indemnity obligation 
requiring the Hilliards to indemnify it for its alleged lost profit. Relying on the absence of 
language which would impose such obligation, the Hilliards dispute that contention. 
The language imposing indemnity must be clear, unequivocal, and certain. The losses to 
be indemnified must be clearly stated and the intent of the indemnitor's obligation to indemnify 
against them must be expressed in clear and unequivocal terms and to such an extent that no 
other meaning can be ascribed. In the absence of a legal duty to indemnify, a contractual 
promise to indemnify should not be found unless it can be clearly implied from the language and 
purpose of the entire agreement and the surrounding facts and circumstances. An indemnity 
must meet the criteria of a binding contract to be an original obligation and stand on its own. 
41 Am. Jur.2d Indemnity§ 7. Under Idaho law, the indemnitor is entitled to have his 
undertaking strictly construed and the status of the indemnitee is also interpreted narrowly. 
R. W Beck & Associates, Inc. v. Job Line Const., Inc., 122 Idaho 92, 96,831 P.2d 560, 564 (Ct. 
App. 1992). 
There is no language in Addendum 4 which meets the foregoing requirements. It contains 
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no clear, unequivocal and certain language imposing indemnity. While specific words are not 
there is no harmless" or "save harmless" language to apprise the Hilliards that 
Murphy expected to be indemnified for "lost profits." The losses to be indemnified must be 
clearly stated, but there is no mention of Murphy's now claimed "lost profits" which are required 
to imposed indemnity. "Lost profits are not recoverable in contract unless there is 
something in that contract that suggests that they were within the contempiation of the parties 
and proved with reasonable certainty." Browns Tie & Lumber v. Chicago Title, 115n Idaho 56, 
61, 764 P.2d 423,428; Nelson v. World Lease, Inc., 110 Idaho 369,378, 716 P.2d 13,522 
(Ct.App. 1986); Lamb v. Robinson, 101 Idaho 703,629 P.2d 276 (1980); Galindo v. Hibbard, 
106 Idaho 302,678 P.2d 94 (Ct.App.1984). Therefore, the language of Addendum 4 is 
insufficient to create an indemnity obligation on the Hilliards. 
In addition, in order to impose indemnity, the surrounding facts and circumstances must be 
considered. As stated above," ... a contractual promise to indemnify should not be found unless 
it can be clearly implied from the language and purpose of the entire agreement and the 
surrounding facts and circumstances." Am.Jur. 2d Indemnity§ 7. A disputed question of fact 
has been raised concerning the meaning of the language of Addendum 4 and the intention of the 
parties at the time that document was signed. 
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3. 
Indemnity Contracts Require Consideration but None was Given for Addendum 4 
As with any other contract, express indemnity must be supported by legally sufficient 
consideration. Contractual indemnity involves a transfer of risk for consideration. A contract of 
indemnity may be void for want of consideration. Sufficient consideration may be found 
in any loss, trouble, or inconvenience to the person with whom it is made, as well as a benefit to 
the person making it. Am. Jur.2d Indemnity § 8. 
There was no loss, trouble, or inconvenience to Murphy in executing Addendum 4 and 
there was no benefit to the Hilliards. Therefore, Addendum 4 is void for want of consideration. 
RE-11 Addendum No. 4 was an entirely new agreement which required the Hilliards to 
deposit with Guaranty Title Co. the $3,000,000 which is the subject of this law suit. The 
Hilliards were given no new consideration for that agreement. As Buyer, Murphy paid nothing 
for it and gave up nothing for it. Murphy was required to close the transaction before year end 
in order to take advantage of the 1031 tax deferred exchange. Therefore, it suffered no detriment 
in completing the transaction before year end 2010. 
It is noteworthy that the original closing date was extended from December 28, 2010 to 
December 29, 2010, but Addendum 4 was not executed until December 30, 2010. That fact 
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further enhances the argument that Addendum 4 was an entirely new agreement which required 
new consideration. That Addendum required the Hilliards to deposit almost a third of the price 
they received for the sale of their farm, but Murphy gave nothing for that agreement Murphy 
will probably argue that the $9,500,000 purchase price was sufficient consideration, but that was 
past consideration given for an entirely different agreement The rule stated in 4 Williston on 
Contacts (1992) § 8:9 states: "In short, the doctrine that past consideration is no consideration 
represents the overwhelming weight of authority and has represented the weight of authority 
since early common law." For example, "a promise by a lessor, after the lease has been 
executed, that he will make repairs, or that he will abate the rent is invalid in the absence of some 
additional consideration as would be a promise by a vendor to pay for a deficiency in the acreage 
of land sold as compared with what it was supposed to contain." Id., citing Williams v. Hathaway 
(1837) 36 Mass 387; Smith v. Ware (1816 N.Y.) 13 Johns 257;Jole v. Bredbenner, (1989) 95 
Or.App. 193, 768 P.2d 433. 
In this situation, the remedy is restitution. Restitution is achieved by restoring the parties 
to the position they were in immediately before the execution of Addendum 4. All that requires 
is an Order requiring the $3,000,000 to be returned to the Hilliards. The original Purchase/Sale 
agreement is still in force and each party to that original agreement receives what was bargained 
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Addendum 4 is Ambiguous 
The significant language of RE-11 ADDENDUM N0.4 is as follows: 
"This is an addendum to the Purchase and Sale Agreement dated 11/05/2010 ID No. 
11703339, between Lance Funk and/or assignees as Buyer and James and Barbara Hilliard, as 
Seller. 
The undersigned parties hereby agree as follows: 
Seller shalJ deposit with Guaranty Title, Inc. ("Title Company"), as Trustee, the amount 
of Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) from the proceeds due Seller from the sale as 
supplemented by Seller as necessary to total such amount. . ... These funds shall be held 
in trust pending issuance of an endorsement to the Buyer's policy of title insurance, 
deleting Exceptions Nos. 32 and 33 currently shown on the Commitment for Title 
Insurance . .... 
Upon completion of such litigation and appeals, these funds shall be available to the extent 
determined by a court of competent jurisdiction of the amount of purchaser's damage, 
if any, for loss or delay of possession of real estate purchased herein. 
To the extent the terms of this addendum modify or conflict with any provisions of the 
Purchase and Sale Agreement including all prior addendums or counter offers, these terms 
shall control. . . . . Upon its execution by both parties, this agreement is made an integral 
part of the aforementioned Purchase and Sale Agreement ..... " (Emphasis added) 
When an indemnity provision can be read either of two or more ways, it is ambiguous. 
Where terms of a contract are ambiguous, its interpretation presents a question of fact. Pocatello 
Indus. Park v. Steel West, Inc., 10 l Idaho 783, 621 P .2d 399 ( 1980) citing Werry v. Phillips 
Petroleum Co., 97 Idaho 130, 540 P.2d 792 (1975); National Produce Distributors, Inc. v. 
Miles & lvfeyers, Inc., 75 Idaho 760, 274 P.2d 832 (1954). Extrinsic evidence may be considered 
by the fact finder in attempting to arrive at the true intent of the parties. Big Butte Ranch, Inc. v. 
SUMMARY - 1 
Grasmick, 91 Idaho 6,415 P.2d 48 (1966); Wood River Power Co. v. Arkoosh, 37 Idaho 348, 
215 at976(1923). 
Murphy argues that the language: funds be available to the extent ... of the 
Amount of purchaser's damage ... for loss or delay of possession of real estate purchased 
herein" is an indemnity agreement whereby the Hilliards undertook to insure Murphy for all 
of its alleged future lost profits. But there is no language in Addendum 4 which refers to 
"indemnity" or "lost profits." See the discussion in subsection 2 above. 
In the full context of that Addendum, what the Hilliards understood that they undertook to 
do was to convey clear title to Crystal Springs Farm. That could have been achieved by the 
Hilliards: paying the full demanded claims of Jay P. Clark and John W. Clark (which totaled 
$2,950,000, slightly less than the $3,000,000 deposited); or negotiating a settlement of those 
claims; or defeating those claims in court. The Hilliards fulfilled their obligation to convey clear 
title by defeating those claims in court, resulting in the title company removing the Exceptions to 
Murphy's policy oftitle insurance. 
5. 
There was Mutual Mistake 
"A mutual mistake occurs when both parties, at the time of contracting, share a 
misconception regarding a basic assumption or vital fact upon which the bargain is based." 
Hines v. Hines, 129 Idaho 847,853,934 P.2d 20, 26 (1997). "What the parties actually intended 
is a question of fact." Hughes v. Fisher, 142 Idaho 474,482, 129 P.2d 1223, 1231 (2006). 
Addendum 4 is devoid of any indemnity language such as "hold harmless." It makes no 
mention of any requirement that the Hilliards were to "insure" Murphy for anything. There is no 
reference to "lost profit." The absence of language informing the Hilliards that Murphy 
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the Hilliards to insure 
against future lost profits resulted different interpretations of that language. The Hilliards 
understood their obligation was to deliver clear title to Crystal Springs Ranch. That was their 
intention when Addendum 4 was executed. They did not intend to indemnify Murphy or insure 
its lost profits as is Murphy's alleged understanding and intention when that agreement was 
executed. Accordingly, there was no meeting of the minds. The parties were mutually mistaken 
as to the meaning of Addendum 4. 
Where there is mutual mistake, rescission is an appropriate remedy. 0 'Connor v. Harger 
Const., Inc., 145 Idaho 904,409, 188 P.2d 846,851 (2008). It ideally brings the parties to their 
pre-contract status quo. Murr v. Selag Corp., 113 Idaho 773, 777, 747 P.2d 1302, 1306 (Ct.App. 
1987). Addendum 4 should be rescinded and the parties restored to their status quo as it was 
immediately before that addendum was executed. That way each party gets the benefit of the 
bargain of the November 5, 2010 Purchase/Sale agreement. 
6. 
Murphy's Alleged Lost Profits Must have been Foreseeable and 
Within the Contemplation of the Parties at the Time Addendum 4 Was Signed 
Lost profits are consequential damage which must be foreseeable and within the 
contemplation of the parties when the contract was made. Wing v. Hulet, 106 Idaho 912, 
918,684 P.2d 314,320 (Ct.App. 1984). Whether such damages were reasonably foreseeable and 
within the contemplation of the parties is a question of fact. Cannon Builders, Inc., v. Rice, 126 
Idaho 616,620, 888 P.2d 790, 794 (Ct.App. 1995). 
Here it was not foreseeable that Murphy would not even attempt to mitigate its damages by 
renting, or attempting to rent, any or all of the farmable land it required on Crystal Springs Farm 
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Jay Clark. It was not foreseeable that Murphy would contend that by doing nothing it 
be entitled to alleged profit for crops it did not even attempt to grow. It was not 
it all $3,000,000 deposit as its' 
alleged lost profits for doing nothing. 
6. 
Murphy Breached the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 
Murphy's effort to remove Jay P. Clark from the farm by seeking a Temporary 
Restraining Order and Injunction failed in large part because it rushed to court and did no 
discovery and had minimal investigation. According to his Affidavit, Mr. Clark, had 
already rented part of that farm to Murphy's principals. He was ready willing and able to rent all 
or any additional part of that farm to any of them, including Murphy. Instead of attempting to 
rent additional land from Mr. Clark in order to grow its' desired crops and thereby mitigate its' 
claimed damages, Murphy took the bad faith approach of not attempting to rent that land. It thus 
consciously refused to attempt to mitigate it's damage for crop loss by doing nothing. It now 
seeks to recoup its' alleged lost profit (for crops it did not grow or attempt to grow) from the 
Hilliards' $3,000,000 deposit. 
The rule in Idaho and other states is that there is an implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing in every contract. That rule provides that no party will deprive the other party of the 
benefit of their bargain. A violation of the covenant occurs when either party violates, nullifies, 
or significantly impairs the benefit of the contract. Idaho First National Bank v. Bliss Valley 
Foods, Inc., 121 Idaho 266,289,824 P.2d 841,864 (1991); citing Sorensen v. Comm Tech, Inc., 
118 Idaho 664,669, 799 P.2d 70, 75 (1990); and Metcalfv. Jntermountain Gas Co., 116 Idaho 
622, 778, P.2d 744 (1989). 
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Here, the HiUiards were entitled to rely on the implied covenant of good faith a fair dealing 
assume that after Murphy lost its' judicial effort to remove Mr. Clark for the farm it would 
its to mitigate damage. Hilliards were sorely mistaken about 
Murphy's good faith intention. Murphy's principals had already leased a portion of the farm 
from Mr. Clark. Instead of attempting to rent more of the farm land from Mr. Clark, Murphy 
chose to do nothing in mitigation. It did not even attempt to rent that land. Murphy should not 
now be permitted to profit for doing nothing in mitigation. 
7. 
The Fact and Measure of Damages are Issues of Fact 
Contrary to Murphy's statement that "there is no genuine dispute that its damages 
exceeded the amount in escrow," the Hilliards do have a genuine dispute as to its damage claim. 
Issues concerning the fact and measure of damage for crop loss are questions of fact. Wing 
v. Hulet, 106 Idaho 912, 918-919, 684 P.2d 413, 320-321 (Ct.App. 1984). The court in Wing 
discussed the rules relating to crop loss at length, writing: 
"The general rule on damages for breach of contract is that they 'are not 
recoverable unless ... clearly ascertainable both in their nature and origin, and 
unless it is also established that they are the natural and proximate consequence 
of the breach and are not contingent or speculative.' Telluride Power Co. v. 
Williams, 172 F.2d 673, 675 (10th Cir. 1949). This proscription against awarding 
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speculative damages applies to crop losses. In order to establish recoverable 
the was produced by a 
defendant's conduct rather than by such other variables as weather, insects, 
disease, weeds or the plaintiff's own farming practices. In view of the need to 
identify the damage caused by defendant, and to separate it from damage 
caused by other factors, it has been said that damages must be proven with 
reasonable certainty. Jolley v. Puregro Co., 94 Idaho 702,496 P.2d 939 (1972). 
However, this does not mean that proof must be mathematically precise; rather, it 
means that the evidence must be sufficient to avoid speculation among multiple 
causes. Galindo v. Hibbard, 105 Idaho---, 678 P.2d 94 (Ct.App. 1984). Where 
causation is to be inferred from circumstantial evidence, the trier of fact must be 
able to find, reasonably, that the inference linking the defendant's conduct to the 
damage is more probable than an inference connecting the loss to other causes. 
Moreover, the measure of damage-as well as the fact of damage-must be proven 
beyond speculation. Eliopulos v. Kondo Farms, Inc., 102 Idaho 915,643 P.2d 1085 
(Ct.App. 1982). Broadly speaking, the measure of damages for crop loss is the difference 
between the value of crops actually raised and the value of crops that would have been 
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raised under normal conditions. Casey v. Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District, 85 Idaho 
P.2d 409 (l 963). 
Based upon many years of experience farming on Crystal Springs Farm, Jay Clark's 
Affidavit disputes Mr. Tiegs' damage estimates in many respects as discussed below. His 
estimate for the yields ofDNS wheat (paragraph I9(b) of Tiegs Affidavit) as being historically 
inaccurate. Mr. Tiegs overstates that damage claim because his estimated yields are high and 
that farm did not traditionally produce yields in those amounts. Based on his many years of 
experience on that farm, Mr. Clark also disputes as unrealistic Mr. Tiegs' estimates of costs, 
which, among other things, fails to take into account the cost of maintenance and repair of the 
forty (40) year old irrigation system which would be significant. Mr. Tiegs says that 2011 
Norkotah potatoes would have sold for $16.00 per hundred is high because that would have been 
the highest they would have sold for that year. Additionally, It was Mr. Tiegs or Mr. Funk who 
made the decision to grow another less valuable variety of potato on the Crystal Springs Farm 
ground they did lease in 2011. 
The Jay Clark Affidavit contends that Mr. Tiegs' projections for 2012 are wrong regarding 
yields, costs and sales prices and his Affidavit understates the number of acres actually farmed 
by Murphy in 2012. Murphy, Tiegs and Funk were free to plant any crop they desired in 2012. 
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Mr. Clark had approximately $600,000 in hard costs in preparing the ground and planting crops 
Murphy took possession of the 2012. Murphy not reimburse 
those costs and Mr. Tiegs does not refer to that windfall of avoided costs to Murphy in his 
calculations of its claimed damages. 
The Affidavit of Jay Clark establishes that Lance Funk and Frank Tiegs are the principals 
of Murphy Land Company, LLC. They are also the principals of Owyhee Farming Co. Contrary 
to the statements in the Affidavit of Frank Tiegs, Mr. Funk, either for himself or for Murphy 
Land Company, LLC, or Owyhee Farming Co. did grow crops on Crystal Springs Farm in 2009, 
2010, 2011 and 2012. Contrary to the statement in paragraph 11 of the Tiegs Affidavit, ground 
had been prepared for the planting of crops in 2011 and Lance Funk or Owyhee Farming Co. did 
grow potatoes on that farm in 2011 (approximately 458 acres). Mr. Tiegs indicated that he 
would have grown451.3 acres ofNorkotah potatoes in2011 (paragraph 19 (a)). However, Mr. 
Funk did grow Shepody potatoes on that farm in 2011. The choice of the kind of potato to grow 
was the choice of Frank Tiegs, or Lance Funk. No one else dictated to them the type of potato to 
grow on the portion of the farm they did lease. 
The nature and extent of Murphy's claimed damages presents a genuine issue of material 
fact which requires a trial of those issues. 
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8. 
Duty to Mitigate Damages 
A party claiming to have been damaged has a duty to mitigate his damages and to take 
reasonable steps to minimize damages suffered by breach of contract or by tort. Casey v. 
Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District, 85 Idaho 299,305,379 P.2d 409,412 (1963); 
Christensen v. Gorton, 36 Idaho 436,211 P. 446 (1922). The reasonableness of the method 
selected to minimize damages is an issue properly to be considered by the trier of fact. 
Casey v. Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District, supra, 85 Idaho at 305,379 P.2d at 412. 
Mitigation is a question of fact. 
Mr. Clark's Affidavit shows that he was ready, willing and able to allow Mr. Tiegs, Mr. 
Funk, Murphy Land Company, and/or Owyhee Farming Co. to lease any of the fields on the 
farm. All they had to do was ask and reach an agreement as to what acreage and the price. The 
price would have been easily arrived at because they did lease the best row crop ground from 
Mr. Clark in 2011 and 2012. But, contending that they had an indemnity agreement from the 
Hilliards which insured them against any alleged lost profits, they elected to not even attempt to 
rent that ground. By so doing, they avoided the risks of a poor yield, unexpected expenses, or 
low prices which actual farming would entail. Instead, they chose to attempt to take their alleged 
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lost profits from the $3,000,000 the Hilliards had placed in escrow. 
Murphy and its principals egregiously failed to take reasonable steps to mitigate 
their damages. Trial is required to establish the amount of rent they would have had to pay, since 
that is the only appropriate measure of Murphy's claimed damages. Had they rented and farmed 
the land in question, their only loss would have been the cost of renting that land. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
The foregoing law and evidence establishes that there are genuine issues of material fact to 
be decided in this case. Accordingly, as a matter of law, Murphy's Summary Judgment Motion 
must be denied and the matter must proceed to trial. 
Respectfully submitted this ~y of November, 2013. 
LAW OFFICES OF M. KARL SHURTLIFF 
h-! 
By~~~~~~~~~~~~-
M. Karl Shurtliff, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD mDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 







MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) _____________ ) 
Case No. CV 13 03004 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT F. BENNETT 
I, Robert F. Bennett, first being duly sworn on oath depose and say: 
(1) I have personal knowledge of the facts and matters stated herein and, if called as a 
witness, I could and would competently testify thereto. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT F. BENNETT, page 1 
(2) I am duly licensed as a realtor by the State of Idaho, employed by Le Moyne Realty 
Appraisals, 
the 
I maintain an office Mountain Home, Idaho. 
I was James Hilliard Barbara 
to sell their farm in Owyhee County, Idaho referred to herein as Crystal Springs Farm. 
(4) I learned that Lance Funk had been a tenant on that farm during the 2010 growing 
season and so I approached Mr. Funk to see whether he would be interested in purchasing that 
farm. 
(5) Mr. Funk expressed interest in purchasing that farm, and on November 1, 2010 he 
sent me a letter of intent setting forth the terms upon which he offered to make that purchase. 
(6) During my discussions with Mr. Funk he expressed interest in closing the transaction 
before year end, 20 IO in order to take advantage of a tax deferred exchange pursuant to 
section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code. 
(7) On November 5, 2010 Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard, as Seller's and Mr. Funk or assignee, as 
Buyer executed a preprinted form agreement titled: "RE-23 COMMERCIAL/INVESTMENT 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT" for the Purchase and Sale of that 
farm. A true and correct copy of that document is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
(8) On page 2 of 6 of that document appears: "5. SECTION 1031 TAX DEFERRED 
EXCHANGE: By checking either or both of the boxes that follow, it is hereby acknowledged by 
the parties that the _ Buyer, _ X _ Seller intends to use the purchase and sale of the 
PROPERTY as an integral part of a tax deferred like-kind exchange as allowed under Section 
1031 of the Internal Revenue Code (the "Exchange")." Due to clerical error, the box for Seller 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT F. BENNETT, page 2 
was checked. It was not Seller, expressed intention to a 1031 
Deferred Exchange. 
(9) Before November 5, 2010 each party to the Purchase and Sale Agreement had 
become aware that there were clouds on the Hilliard's title to Crystal Springs Ranch caused 
by the recording by Jay P. Clark of a lease thereof titled "Crop Share Lease 2010," and by John 
W. Clark who recorded a "Memorandum of Ownership Interest in Real Property." 
(10) Jay P. Clark continued in possession of Crystal Springs Farm after the November 5, 
2010 Purchase and Sale Agreement was signed. 
( 11) Just before Christmas, I told Buyer's representative, Tim Tippet, with whom I had 
extensive dealings in negotiating the sale/purchase of the farm, that if Buyer would 
not accept Jay P. Clark's lease the Hilliards would just have to send the earnest money back. 
Mr. Tippet replied "Oh no, we can't do that," because of Buyer's desire to complete the sale 
before year end, 2010 in order to take advantage of the 1031 Tax Deferred Exchange. 
(12) I attended the closing of the sale, but the Hilliards were not present, all closing 
documents were delivered via the mail. 
(13) I spoke to the Sheryl Reyment at Guaranty Title, Inc. in Mountain Home, Idaho. 
She said the $3,000,000 hold back was an amount just more than the combined claims of 
Jay P. Clark and John W. Clark which was an amount which would satisfy their claims. Thus, 
I believe the intention of the parties was to satisfy the claims of the Clarks. 
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 2 6 day of A~l/"111' i.or, 2013. 
State of Idaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Elmore ) 
~-~ 
Robert F. Bennett 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a Notary Public, this zh ~ay of tJ O If~ 
2013 
No Public for the &be of Idaho 
Residing at: )1 'iY' < M) 1 JD 
Commission Expires 5 -2,{ - U; 15 
,i\FFIDA VIT OF ROBERT F. BENNETT, page 3 
I 
I 
f 1 CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
11 J,, 
I HEREBY Cl TIFY that on the Qi day of/_ .Jlo-"----;------' 2013, I served a 
true and correct copy 
I 
the foregoing doeument to: 
Steven F. Sch 
HAWLEYT 
Boise, Idaho 8 
AFFIDAVIT 
sberger 
XELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP 
, Suite 1000 
01 
~ h4l 
M. KARL SHURTLIFF ' 
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FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 
JAMES AND BARBARA HILLIARD, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 











Case No. CV 13 03004 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEN EDMUNDS 
KEN EDMUNDS, first being duly sworn on oath deposes and saith: 
( 1) I make this affidavit based on my personal knowledge and information I have 
learned from conversations with others on whom an expert normally could and would rely. 
(2) I have been retained as an expert by the Plaintiffs in this case. 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEN EDMUNDS - 1 
Attached hereto and made a part hereof is a summary analysis by me of the 
Mr. Tiegs as set out his Affidavit. 
Further Affidavit saith not. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this day of_N_Q_\/_err1_b~e_( ___ , 2013. 
State of Idaho ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada) 
KEN EDMUNDS 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a notary public, this z71'day of //JodeYYL.b 
2013. 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEN EDMUNDS - 2 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .21 day o 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to: 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite I 000 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEN EDMUNDS - 3 
-
Kenneth D. Edmunds 
Attachment to Affidavit 
November 27, 2013 
Loss of Rents - Landlord Assumption 
The Tiegs' claim should be limited to a reasonable return as a landowner renting the property 
to another user. The total acreage of the farm is 3158 acres. In 2011, Tiegs indirectly leased 
and farmed 458.3 acres for potato crops, leaving a net acreage of 2,699.7 acres to which he 
did not have access. For the acreage that he leased, he paid approximately $400 per acre. He 
was using the most beneficial acreage on the farm for this crop. 
A more typical rent per acre, such as used by the University of Idaho in its annual crop 
analysis, would be $250 per acre. Therefore, Tiegs would be entitled to a return equivalent 
to a landlord in the marketplace and his lost rents for 2011 would have been $674,925. 
During 2012, he daims a short crop season because he did not have access to the land for the 
entire year, which he alleges reduced his income potential. Some value may be assigned to 
the shortened season from the landlord assumption, although the value would be uncertain 
and not subject to verification due to the numerous variables affecting the comparability of 
net income from crops. The potential comparability among farms will be affected as much by 
other variables as it is by the shortened growing season. 
Loss of income - 2011 
Tiegs asserts a 2011 net loss of $3,004,808. This is calculated based on his 2011 budget plan 
assuming a full crop year. This plan indicates a net income of $3,815,740, which is offset by 
the net income of $810,903 from 458.3 acres of potatoes grown on land leased from Jay 
Clark by Tiegs' related company. 
The budget plan includes the loss for a proposed 451.3 acres of Norkotah potatoes. Tiegs 
asserts these potatoes, due to early harvest timing, would have sold for a higher-than-market 
average price of $320 per ton. This higher value is normally should be supported by a 
delivery contract, although we have not seen the contract. 
During 2011, these potatoes averaged $9.00-9.50 per hundredweight or $180-190 per ton. 
Tiegs acknowledged that he knew early in 2011 that Clark was disputing his right to 
possession of the farm. It appears that the timing is such that he could have obtained 
alternative land, including even possibly leasing additional land from Clark, to fulfill the 
contract. Therefore, it would appear reasonable to assert his loss should be limited to normal 
market pricing for the crop and not the higher contract amount. 
The net income from the 451.3 acres between $320 per ton and $185 per ton would be 
reduced by $1,218,510 ($2,888,320 - $1,669,810). 
Loss of income - 2012 
Tieg's claim for loss of income 2012 is based on not having access to the farm until May. 
is a logic to his claim but it is not practical to calculate a verifiable loss. He calculates 
based on comparisons with other fa."Tils. This fa."111 has historically been knovvn as a less 
productive farm due to the rocky soil conditions and higher than normal operating costs, 
thereby causing such comparisons to be theoretical and not verifiable. In particular, the 
electricity costs are substantially higher than normal. The claimed loss of $929,538 should be 
disputed based on lack of verifiable revenues and costs associated with this particular farm 
and the operating conditions associated with the farm. 
Other issues 
Tiegs consistently applies revenue and expense assumptions favorable to his claim. As stated 
above, the loss of income for 2012 should be disputed in general due to the lack of 
verifiability of his actual loss for this specific farm. An example of unreasonable revenue and 
expense assumptions is demonstrated in his cost per acre for potatoes. For both varieties of 
potatoes, he used the cost per acre of $1079, when the University ofldaho has demonstrated 
the actual cost of production per acre is in excess of $2,200. 
Tiegs does not use a full cost allocation in his calculations. Based on the University ofldaho 
crop information, he has apparently excluded various costs of operations, although it is not 
possible to determine which items he is excluded because he gives a generic cost per acre 
including all costs. It is also apparent that he is not given full cost allocation for the higher-
than-normal cost of electricity for this farm. 
2013 Operating Results 
Tiegs is requesting summary judgment without disclosing revenues and operating costs for 
2013, which amounts may provide a better and more reliable estimate of revenues and 
operating costs for prior years due to the elimination of numerous variables, including a short 
growing season as asserted for 2012. 
M. KARL SHURTLIFF 
Attorney at Law 
816 West Bannock, Suite 200 
PO Box 1652 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1652 
Telephone: (208) 343-2900 
Facsimile: (208) 343-3282 
Weldon S. Wood 
Attorney at Law 
Idaho State Bar Number 1015 
17 Alverno Court 
Redwood City, California 94061 
Telephone: (650) 743-1079 
Facsimile: (650) 298-8097 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
FILED 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 






MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) ________ ) 
Case No. CV 13 03004 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILIARD 
I, JAMES C. HILLIARD, first being duly sworn on oath depose and say: 
(1) I have personal knowledge of the facts and matters stated herein and if 
called as a witness, I could and would competently testify thereto. 
(2) My wife, Barbara Hilliard, and I are the plaintiffs in the captioned case. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLIARD, page 1 
(3) The principals of defendant:, Murphy Land Company, LLC, are 
Lance Funk and Frank Tiegs. Lance Funk assigned to Murphy Land Company, 
the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement referred to herein. 
( 4) For many years, my wife and I owned just under 4,000 acres of land in 
Owyhee County, Idaho. Approximately 3,000 acres of that land is farmable. The 
remaining acreage is not capable of being farmed. Hereinafter, I refer to that land as 
"Crystal Springs Farm" or "the farm," 
(5) Each year for many years after we purchased Crystal Springs Farm, we 
Leased, in writing, the best farm land thereon to various farmers who grew row 
crops, such as potatoes and sugar beets, on their leased portion of that land. 
(6) Also, for many years we orally leased the remaining portions of the 
farmable land to John W. Clark who raised hay and grain crops thereon. 
(7) During the 2009 and 2010 growing seasons we leased, in writing, the 
row crop portion of the farm to Lance Funk. d.b.a. Lance Funk Farms, LLC. 
(8) Also, during 2009 we orally leased the remaining, non-row crop, portions 
of the farm to Jay P. Clark. son ofJohn W. Clark who, for reasons of health, was 
no longer able to farm. 
(9) In January, 2010 Jay P. Clark. who also represented my wife and me as 
our lawyer in several matters, fraudulently obtained from me a written lease titled 
"Crop Share Lease 2010" for Crystal Springs Farm which purported to give him a 
one-year lease of the whole farm, but renewable at his sole option for a period of ten 
(10) years. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLIARD, page 2 
(10) On January 25, 2010 Jay P. Clark recorded with the Owyhee County 
Recorder the written lease he had fraudulently obtained from me, thereby creating a 
on our title to Crystal Springs Farm. 
(11) On June 4, 2010 John W. Clark filed with the Owyhee County Recorder 
a "Memorandum of Ownership Interest in Real Property" wherein he claimed, under 
a purported oral agreement, to have a ten percent (10%) ownership interest in 
Crystal Springs Farm, thereby creating a second cloud on our title to Crystal Springs 
Farm. 
(12) In October, 2010 I learned of the clouds on our title to Crystal Springs 
Farm caused by Jay P. Clark recording his fraudulently obtained lease and John W. 
Clark recording his: "Memorandum of Ownership Interest in Real Property." 
(13) On November 5, 2010, for a purchase price of $9,500,000 in exchange 
for a warranty deed conveying dear title to Crystal Springs Ranch my wife and I, 
as sellers, entered into a written form agreement titled "RE-23 
Commercial/Investment Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement" with Lance 
Funk and/or assignees as buyers. The closing date was to be December 28, 2010. 
A true and correct copy of that agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
(14) Paragraph 5 of Exhibit 1 states: "Section 1031 Tax Deferred Exchange: 
By checking either or both of the boxes that follow, it is hereby acknowledged by the 
parties that the_ Buyer, _X_ Seller intends to use the purchase and sale of the 
PROPER1Y as an integral part of a tax deferred like-kind exchange as allowed under 
Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code." The wrong box was checked on the 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLIARD, page 3 
It was not or me, that intended to do the 1031 tax deferred 
exchange. Accordingly, the wrong box was checked. box front of Buyer 
should have been checked. Further, buyer informed me that in order to take 
advantage of the tax deferred exchange buyer was required to close the Purchase 
and Sale Agreement before the end of the 2010 calendar year. 
(15) On November 18, 2010 Pioneer Title Co. wrote a letter to Guaranty 
Title enclosing its title commitment for the "Real Estate Purchase and Sale 
Agreement" of November 5, 2010. That commitment letter is attached hereto as 
Exhibit 2. It included Exceptions 32 and 33. 
Those exceptions provided: 
"32. Terms and conditions of the Crop Share Lease 2010, between James 
and Barbara Hilliard (Lessor) and Jay P. Clark. a single man (Lessee), 
recorded January 25, 2010 as Instrument No. 270179, Owyhee County 
Records. 
33. Right title and interest of John W. Cark, a married man under unrecorded 
contract by way of Memorandum of Ownership Interest In Real Property, 
recorded June 8, 2010 as Instrument No. 271242, Owyhee County records." 
(16) As of mid-December, 2010 I learned that Jay P. Clark refused to 
relinquish possession of the farm, so I requested my attorney, John Ward, to take 
legal steps to get him removed. Mr. Ward caused Jay P. Clark to be served with a 
Notice to Quit pursuant to Idaho Code §6-303. Jay P. Clark ignored the Notice to 
Quit and continued in possession. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLIARD, page 4 
(17) Also, in mid-December 2010, I was aware that John W. Clark demanded 
ten percent (10%) of the Crystal Springs Farm sale price or $950,000 to settle his 
that Jay P. Clark, demanded $2,000,000 to fraudulently 
obtained lease of Crystal Springs Farm. Although I disputed both claims, I was 
aware that, ifwe proceeded with the sale, with the worst possible outcome for my 
wife and me, we could transfer clear title to the Buyer of Crystal Springs Farm by 
paying the Clarks a total of $2,950,000. 
(18) When I learned that Jay P. Clark had ignored the Notice to Quit, I 
instructed my Real estate agent, Bob Bennett, to tell Buyer's agent, Tim Tippet, that 
we would just have to refund the earnest money Buyer had deposited. Mr. Bennett 
later informed me that Mr. Tippet replied that Buyer could not do that because of 
Buyer's desire to dose the Purchase and Sale Agreement before year end 2010 in 
order for Buyer to take advantage of the 1031 Tax Deferred Exchange. 
(19) On December 28, 2010 my wife and I as Sellers and Lance Funk as 
Buyer executed Addendum No. 2 to the Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement 
of November 5, 2010 extending the closing date one day to December 29, 2010. 
A true and correct copy of Addendum No. 2 is attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 
(20) Thereafter, because we were unavailable to sign documents, and we 
believed that our sole obligations to Buyers were to provide clear, unencumbered 
title to Crystal Springs Farm and collect rent from the existing tenant, my wife and I 
provided our son, James W. Hilliard, with a power of attorney to sign RE-11 
ADDENDUM NO. 4. That document was executed on December 30, 2010. A true 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLIARD, page 5 
correct RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. That 
exhibit is also authenticated by the Affidavit our son, James W. Hilliard who 
signed it in Florida. 
(21) The obligations of my wife and me under RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 
as Sellers is stated in the following significant language thereof as follows: 
''This is an addendum to the Purchase and Sale Agreement dated 
11/05/2010 ID No. 11703339, between Lance Funk and/or assignees as 
Buyer and James and Barbara Hilliard, as Seller. The undersigned parties 
hereby agree as follows: 
Seller shall deposit with Guaranty Title, Inc. (''Title Company'1, 
as Trustee, the amount of Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) from 
the proceeds due Seller from the sale as supplemented by Seller as 
necessary to total such amount. ... These Funds shall be held in trust 
pending issuance of an endorsement to Buyer's policy of title insurance, 
deleting Exceptions Nos. 32 and 33 currently shown on the 
Commitment for Title Insurance . ... 
Upon completion of such litigation and appeals, these funds shall be 
Available to the extent determined by a court of competent jurisdiction 
of the of purchaser's damage, if any, for loss or delay of possession of 
real estate purchased herein. 
To the extent the terms of this addendum modify or conflict with any 
provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement including all prior 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLIARD, page, 6 
addendums or counter offers, terms shall control. ... its 
execution by both parties, this agreement is made an integral part of the 
aforementioned Purchase and Sale Agreement. ... " 
(22) My understanding of the $3,000,000 holdback was to resolve the 
claims of the Clarks and to deliver clear title. I did not then, and do not now, 
understand the language of Addendum 4 to require my wife and me to indemnify 
the Buyer against all alleged crop loss, loss of profit, and attorney fees that Buyer 
claims to have incurred. RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 contains no language calling for 
indemnity. It is devoid of terms such as "hold harmless" or Seller "insuring" Buyer 
against "loss of profit" or "crop loss" or "attorney fees" or "costs of litigation." 
Indeed, there was never a discussion between Seller and Buyer about Seller 
providing Buyer with indemnity or insurance against its now claimed losses and 
expenses. My understanding of the language of RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 is that 
my wife and I were obligated to do everything necessary to remove Exceptions 32 
and 33 to the Buyer's title insurance policy, which we succeeded in doing. But I did 
not believe then, nor do I believe now, that the language of RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 
required us to indemnify Buyer for ( or insure it against) its alleged lost profits, crop 
loss or attorney fees which Buyer is now claiming. 
(23) My wife and I as Sellers received no new consideration for the 
obligation to deposit $3,000,000 of the $9,500,000 purchase price with Guaranty 
Title. The Buyer paid nothing for that deposit. And, because the Buyer was required 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLiARD, page, 7 
' 
to dose the Purchase/Sale before year end 2010 order to take advantage of the 
1 Deferred Exchange, it incurred no detriment by dosing the deal. 
absolutely no new consideration was given for the new RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4. 
(24) On February 16, 2011 my wife and I sued Jay P. Clark and John W. 
Clark for Breach of Fiduciary Duty, Fraud in the Inducement:, Tortious Interference 
with Contract:, Breach of Contract, request for an Accounting, Slander of Title, and 
Tortious Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage. 
(25) On March 23, 2012 Judge Cul et entered his Order on our motion for 
Summary Judgment wherein he declared Jay P. Clark's "Crop Share Lease 2010" to 
be null and void and he ordered that John W. Clark's "Memorandum of Ownership 
Interest in Real Propertyn be expunged from the records of Owyhee County. 
(26) On March 29, 2012 First American Title Company amended its policy 
No. J-116623 deleting paragraph 25 and 27 of Schedule B. Those paragraphs, 
which are identical to Exceptions 32 and 33 of the November 18, 2010 Pioneer Title 
Co., provide: 
"25. Terms and conditions of the Crop Share Lease 2010, between James 
and Barbara Hilliard (Lessor) and Jay P. Clark, a single man (Lessee), 
recorded January 25, 2010 as Instrument No. 270179, Owyhee County 
records. 
26. Right, title and interest of John W. Clark. a married man, under 
unrecorded contract of sale by way of Memorandum of Ownership Interest 
County records." 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLIARD, page, 8 
Thus, my wife and I had fulfilled our obligation to remove the described exceptions 
to Buyer's policy of title insurance, thereby delivering to Buyer clear title to Crystal 
Springs Farm. 
(27) On may 2, 2012 the Owyhee County Sheriff evicted Jay P. Clark form 
Crystal Springs Farm thereby providing Buyer, Murphy Land Company, LLC 
full, unrestricted possession of that farm. 
RESPECTFULY SUBMITTED this 1 \ day of \\}OJ.Qf'flb£t_ , 2013. 
State of California 






SUBSCRIBED AMD SWORN to before me, a Notary Public, this 1:l_day of 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES C. HILLIARD, page , 9 
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First American Title Insunnce Company 
COMMITMENT 
SCHEDULE B • Section Il 
Exceptions 
File No. PO 201009733 
31. Terms and conditions of Application for CoDditloul Usa Permit flied by Idaho Energy 
Complex, RE: No. 08-05 Memorandum of Decision recorded July 10, 2008 as lustrument No. 
26~81, Owyhee County records. 
32. Terms arad conditioas of the Crop Sbare Lease 2010, betwee11 James and Barbara Billiard 
{Lessor) and Jay P. Clark, a slnele man (Lessee), recorded January 25, 1010 as Ibstrument No. 
· -·· 270179, Owyhee Couaty rec:ords. 
33. Right, title and interut of John W. Clark, a married man under unrecorded tontract of sale by 
way of Memorandum of Ownersblp Interest ID Real Property, recorded June 8, 2010 as 
Iastrumeat No. 271242, Owyhee County records. 
34. State Tax Lien agaimt Sohn Clark 
Liea No.: 86050 
Filed: 9 
Social Security No.: 
Notice of Continuation · 
A.mendmentNo.: 166736 
Filed: October 20, 2004 
V crific:atlon ot Social Seauity Number required in orde.- to determine tile effect of said lien. . . ::- .. ,,~ 
. 35. Notice· of Department of Labor Lien against John Clark 
Lien No.: 44.f94S 
Flied:  
Social Security No.:
Verification of Social Security Number required in ordor to detennine the effect of said lion. 
36. State Tax Lien against John Cark 
Lle11 No.: 469142 
Filed: Jaly 7, 2010 
Sodal Secwtty No.: 
V~tlon of Social Security Number required in order to determine the effect of said lien. 
Thl1 commitment i.J Invalid unless th, Inwrlng PrfNislons and Schedulu A and B w, attached. 
Sch«drJe B2 pap 6 of 7 page(s) 
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~ RE-11 ADDENDUM# "'' 
i<l<>ll<>~of llf.A!.rol!S• THIS IS A LEGAl.l Y BINDING CONTRACT, READ 1HE ENTIRE~OCUMENT, INCLUOlNG ANY ATTACI-WJENTS. 
"',..,.,, ..... ,,_ • ...,,..,.. ff YOU HAVE ANY QUESTlONS, CONSULT YOUR AlTORNEY ANOIOR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNlNG. 
JULY 2010 EOJJJON 
Page1 of1 
Date: __________________ j._.2 .... [2~8..,/2..,0LJ1L.>,10'-'--------.....:..---------
3 This is an ADDENDUM to the ~ Purchase and Sale Agreement Oother ______________________ _ 
4 ("Addendum" means that the infonnatlon below '9 added material for the agreement {such as lists or descnptlons} and/or means the foon is 
s being used to change, correct or revise the agreement {such as ruodification. addition or deletion of a term}}. 
6 
7 AGREEMENT DATED: ______ 1,__1...,/0.,.5.,.12..,0.w1....,0,__ ____ I0# _______ __._1_._17~0 ... 3..,.3,,,.3.._9 ______ _ 
a 
e ADDRESS:---------------__..c ... ry~st ...a..,Jw.S.,.p .... dUJn"lfgs...._._F.YaanLLLL _________ ~------
,o 
11 BUYER(S): ________________ La_n~ce ...... ~E-un._.k ...... a~ndl~o=r ... A ... SJ-s,..ig.,.n..,,ee...,.s,__ ______ _,_ ______ _ 
12 
1a SELLER(S): ________________ .,.Ja...,m....,.e.,.s .... a.,_nd-..B..,a ... r_..b.,..a..,ra....._Hwil.wlia..,r"'d'-----------------
14 
u; The undersigned parties hereby agree as foltows: 
16 























48 To the extent the terms of ttils ADDENDUM modify or conflict with any pro\lisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement Including all prior 
48 Addendums or COunter Offers, these terms shall control. All other terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement. Including all prior 
so Addendum& or Counter Offe1'8 not modified by this ADDENDUM shall remain the same. Upon its execution by bofh parties..this ~reement 
51 is made an Integral part of the afore.mentioned Agreement. 
52 
113 
64 BUYER:--------------------------~Da . 
55 
6G BUYER:. ________ -.----------------~ Date:. ___________ _ 
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Na&lnal Assoaa6on of THER PERSON IS PROHIIIITED. 0 (,opyright Idaho Aasodallon<>f REAI.TOijSil), Ilic. AH llgblcl888Mld. 
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I i l I i RE-11 ADDENDUM NO. 4 
1 I : i 
This~i an addendum to the Pwclme and Sale ~em dated 11/0S/2010, 
ID 1:lo. 11703339, en Lance Funk and/or amgnees ~ Bfyer and James and Barbara 
Hilliard, as Seller. 
1 
1 i 
I I • • I 
The umersigned parties hereby agree as follows: i 
I senJ bait deposit with Guaranty irtle, I:nc. ("TiJe Company"), as Trustee, the 
amount of 'Iblee ~ Dollars ($3,000,000) :from the proceeds due Seller :from 1his sale as 
supplemented by Sifas necessary to total such amount. In ad4itiOD, Seller sball use Seller's 
reasonable best effi to collect from the existing tenant of the Prpperty rentals payable by such 
tenant and deposit • ~w the amount of $200,000 theieof aftct receipt by Seller for Seller's 
own account of th~ $200,000 thereof and deposit thereafter 5P'... % of further rents receivable 
collected by Seller, b,. These funds shall be held in 1rust pcndifig issuance of an endonement 
to the Buyer's P.Oli loititle insurance. deleting Exception Nos. 32 and 33 currently shown on 
the Commitment itle Insurance. Disbw:sem.ents of such po.cions of such deposited funds 
may be made in the llowing manner: (1) with the written direction of both Seller and Bu~ in 
exchauge for such entation as is in such fom). and content as the Title Company deems 
sufficient to issue onement deleting either or both ofsuch~tle policy exceptions, and/or 
(2) in the event any sited funds remain with GuaraDty Title, ll'nc. after exhaustion of all of 
Seller's remedies defenses and of all appeals therefiom withjrespect t.o the nmoval of the 
title matters discl in the exceptions, then Company shall havd the option to interplead such 
funds into a Judicial istrict Court for the Stam of Idaho proceeding. 
'j 
pletion of sud,. litigation and appeals, 1b.fse tbnds shall be available to 
ya court of oompetentjurisdiction of the atnount of pmchaser's damage, 
of possession of real estate purchased hetlllb. 
To Lt the·ten:D:' of ~s adden~um modify J conflict with any provisions 
of the Purohase and ~;Agreement including all pnor addendum$ or counterotlers, these tenns 
shall control All teans of the Pmchasc and Sale Agreement., including all Addendums or 
Counteroffers not • ed. by this addendum sball remain 1he sa:m,b. Upon i1s execution by botb 
parties. this agrea:Qe(lt is made an integral part of the afo~cm.tioned Pmchaae and Sale 
Agreement. 'Ibis d:um. may be executed in one or more ~. each of which shall 
be deaned an ori • and may be ec:ecuted and transmitted by :&d,simile or o-mail, and when so 
executed and shall COD.stitute an original and binding ~ent. 
I 
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RE-11.ADDENDUMNO. ·-i- 2 
I ' I > 
' ' 
Lance Funk an4/or assignees 
I 






I 30th day of December, 2010. SELLER: 
James.C. H11liarq. 
. I 
Barbara G. Hilliard 
IHEREBYC 
true and correct copy 
Steven F. Sch 
HAWLEY 




CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
TIFY that on the Z day ofh_:.--____ , 2013, I served a 
the foregoing document to: 
sberger 




M. KARL SHURTLIFF 
M. KARL SHURTt· F 
A Horney at Law 
81 6 West Bannock, + ite 
.PO Box 1652 I 1 
Boise. Idaho 83701-tJs2 
Telephone (208) 34~ J900 
Facsimile (208) 343 82 
Anorney at la\\' 
Idaho State Bar N-rn 
1 7 Alvemo Court 
Redwood City, Califi tia 9406 I 
Telephone; (650) 74 - 079 
Fax: (650) 298-8097 




,---..-! A.M~~~"> P.M. 
i 
NOV 2 9 2013 
AN~n::;.cLERK 




IN THE I TRJCT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUD C(:\L .DISTRICT . I I 
FOR THE S. TE OF IDAHO, TN ANO FOR THE. COWNTY OF OWY HE[ 
JAMES AND BARB I 
I 
vs. 












! st being duly sworn on oath deposes and ai.th: 
I 




\ (2) .for ma . years my fathet lea.~ed from James C. Hi liard an~ Barbara Hil11arci 
I r 1 
l">FFIDA vrr OF JAY f ARK - 1 ! 
I 
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Crystal Springs L (farm). 
operation. 
Whil 1y fathe, leased the farm, I was +·olved !" 
I I . 
I i 
Jo lat[ '007 my father became ill and I took over fanningioperations on the (4) 
farm. 
(5) Whil farmed, l grev.,· certain crops as well ass leased' some of the propt:1ty 
T,) I....;:1.nc\!' funk , one , th~ partners in Mw-ph.y Land, and his cot pan.ies ~o gro,v crops l)n. 
I 
' LLC's Motion for S nary Judgment (Tiegs affidav.it). I finds vcral mjssratcrncm or fads as 
I 
I know tbcm. 
(a) 
(b) 
the planting of crops 
the farm in 2011 (ap 
l 45 'l .J acres of Norko 
I 
I 
of potato to grow w 
nothing to stop Mr. F 
I fa.cm in 20 I 1 rather tl 
I 
1uq,by Lan.d ma~ not. have commenced teratio~ on the rann llntil 
ce Funk eJther tor himself or for 0\")'.h e Farming Co. ot whH.:h he 
embers did grow crops on the farm in 20. 9, 2010, 201 J. aod 2012. 
ootrary to Tiegs affidavit paragraph I J, round had bet:n prepared for 
2011 and Lance Funk or Owvhee Farnrin Co. did 2row polatoes on 
. I ! -
ximately 458 acres). Mr. Tiegs indicated tat he +,)uld have grown 
poLatoes in 2011 (paragraph l 9(a)). j · 
· grew Shcpody potatoes on the fann in 2p 11. The choice c,f that kind 
' 
· s choice ai1d the choice of Owyhee Farm ng Co .. ;nol mine:. There was 
i 
k and/or Owyhee Farming Co. from g.ro ·:og Norkotah pol.~locs on the 
Shepody. 
I . l (c) 1 do not believe, based on my many years 
I I 
j AFHDA vn or JA YI . LARK - 2 




Jui 20 01 02,07a M. Kari Shurtliff 20 333282 p.4 
I I 
a e of yields for DNS wheat (paragraph l 9b))are Historically accurate_ I , 
overstates 
1
.ages claimed .. Those are high andllthi~ 
traditionally produc · yields of those amounl:s. ; 
( d) r .also believt: based on my many years of xpt.:rie1~~ of the farm tbnt 
Mr. Tiegs' estimates o ·costs are unrealistic. Total costs for the E hav1e h1storicallv been 
~rc\:1tcr ~,an whar M iegs set out m his affidavit. Also many c -· for ~xan1plc.-, • 
significant. 
(e) 
assertion that 2011 
(Tl 
· . to a fo11y (40) yl.!ar old water system arl omil1eJ. They would bt: 
i 
• also believe bas~d on my many years of experience on the farm 1:lwf 
what crops would have sold for is unrca!sti<:. FJ cxcunple. his 
! < 
kotah potatoes would have sold for $16.t O per hundred b high. That 
he high point of the market for such po · oes in 2011. 
'heve that Mr. Tiegs' projectjons for the ear 2012 to be.:: similarly 
wTOng ill regard to yi ds, costs and sales prices. Indeed. MT. Ti+s 2012i,ctnal m,,.1,s ;n hi.< 
affidavit UJJ.derst.ates · e number of Beres actually farmed by MufPhy in 2012 
(8) AJso · n. regard to Mr. Tjegs aod 2012 projections[ did no1hing to stop them 
from gro'-ving what, cl how many acres , t."tey war1ted that year ' 
l 
(9) ·hen Murphy took possession of the far:rri r had approxirnate.ly $600, 
000.00 in hard costs 
did not reimburse m 
(9) 
AFFIDAVIT OF JA 
l 
preparing the ground and plant1ng crops or the y~r 2012. Murphy 
or those costs and Mr. Tiegs does not.ref. to that!-'windfall" of 
portantly, it should be noted that in. both j 011 anf 2012 I wa:-: ready, 
_____ .... ·-------......1.-1------------s----------h--..... -··· .,_ ···------------
1/29/2013 09:51 FA.l 2085875678 MOUNTAIN HOME PRINTING 14] 004 
p.5 Jul 20 01 02:0?a M Karl Shwtliff 205 B2 
k:ase 
what they wanted, w 
farm; however, r w 
ofthe fann that they 
did .not ask for mot·e 
on the farm if they had paid a reot to do . Tb~y 'could have Ca,·mcd 
n they wanted. All they had to do was as . l thought j had a right to the 
evt.":I' asked to lease all ofit to them. TbeJ leased L 201 l and 2012 al! 
. ' 
' 
anted tor the growing of th.e cr(}ps they se -:ch:d i~ those years. They 
I 
ound. Thus the argument Mr. Tiegs ma~es that Murphy woL1ld have 
I : 
grown 910 acres of_ o atoes in 201 l if they had possession ofth farm ;J incom-:<::t; they could 
cres of potatoes had they v.,jshed lo dos lndeed, I asked Lance Funk 
' bow.many acres he ted to lease. He only wished to lease 45 or so acres Llot 910 acres. 
RliSPECTFULL Y S MITTED this day or_M.__.._u-r_,_f_h,,._k _  ._, 201 3. 
St3te of Idaho 
ss. 
County of Owyhee 
SUBSCRIBED .AND WORN to befor~ me, a notary pubUc, thi 
1:= i 
.)"'i dav c,f --,-
2013. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JA 
Residing at: 
Commission _ { /1i3fr '.> 
! 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
l HEREBY CERTIFY that on the A day of h-~-----' 2013, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document to: 
Steven F. Schossberger 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
~ 
M. KARL SHURTLIFF 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAY CLARK - 5 
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358 
Matthew Gordon, ISB No. 8554 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: 208.344.6000 
Facsimile: 208.954.5260 
Email: sschossberger@hawleytroxell .com 
mgordon@hawleytroxell.com 
Attomeys for Defendant 
FILED 
--A.M.J .\JO P.M. 
DEC O 5 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OWYHEE 






MURPHY LAND COMPANY, LLC, an Idaho) 




Case No. CV-13-03004 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT' S 
OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND 
MOTION TO STRIKE AND 
DISREGARD AFFIDAVIT TESTIMONY 
OF KEN EDMONDS, JAY CLARK, 
ROBERT F. BENNETT AND JAMES C. 
HILLIARD 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendant/Counterclaimant Murphy Land Company, 
LLC ("Murphy Land"), by and through its undersigned counsel of record, and respectfully 
moves this Court to sustain the objections to evidence and moves to strike and disregard ce1tain 
testimony in the affidavits of Ken Edmonds, Jay Clark, Robert F. Bennett and James C. Hilliard 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT'S OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO 
STRIKE AND DISREGARD AFFIDAVIT TESTIMONY OF KEN EDMONDS, JAY CLARK, 
ROBERT F. BENNETT AND JAMES C. HILLIARD - 1 
45522 0004.625 3250. l 
by James and Barbara to 
Land's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of the Objections to Evidence 
and Motion to Strike and Disregard, etc. filed concunently herewith. 
DATED THIS Ff day of December, 2013. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
By~'LI:::.~:l.......JL:..}_~~~~~~~~-
Steven F. Schossberger, IS 
Attorneys for Defendant 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT'S OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO 
STRIKE AND DISREGARD AFFIDAVIT TESTIMONY OF KEN EDMONDS, JAY CLARK, 
ROBERT F. BENNETT AND JAMES C. HILLIARD - 2 
45522.0004.6253250. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this EL_ day of December, 2013, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT'S OBJECTIONS TO 
EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO STRIKE AND DISREGARD AFFIDAVIT TESTIMONY OF 
KEN EDMONDS, JAY CLARK ROBERT F. BENNETT AND JAMES C. HILLIARD by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
M. Karl Shurtliff 
Attorney at Law 
816 West Bannock, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 1652 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1652 
[Attorney for Plaintiffs] 
Weldon S. Wood 
Attorney at Law 
17 Alvemo Court 
Redwood City, CA 94061 
Jl U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
E-mail 
D Telecopy: 208-343-3282 
.~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
DE-mail: weldon@weldonwood.com 
D Telecopy: 650-298-8097 
Ji/e; / 
Steven F. sci;;~ 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT' S OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE AND MOTION TO 
STRIKE AND DISREGARD AFFIDAVIT TESTIMONY OF KEN EDMONDS, JAY CLARK, 
ROBERT F. BENNETT AND JAMES C. HILLIARD - 3 
45522.0004.6253250. l 
